

























































nozzle cross-sectional area, m 2
constant coefficients in equation (36) for Cp, k
initial approximation of mols of CO2 per total mol equiva-
lence of C in mixture
constant coefficients in equation (35) for Kp,j
molar heat capacity of species k, J/mol-K
specific heat capacity of carrier gas, J/kg-K
specific heat capacity of species k, J/kg-K
constant coefficients in equation (63) for/_k
constant coefficients in equation (66) for _k
function defined by equation (111)
factor to account for carrier gas defined by equation (74)
function defined by equation (46)
specific enthalpy of total mixture, J/kg
specific enthalpy of gaseous mixture, J/kg
specific enthalpy of liquid water, J/kg
stagnation specific enthalpy, J/kg
specific enthalpy of fuel, 02, and N2 in feed, J/kg
total specific enthalpy of feed to combustion chamber, J/kg
specific enthalpy of evaporation at 373.15 K, J/kg
nucleation rate, droplets formed/m3-s
mean nucleation rate defined by equation (108), droplets
formed/m3-s
equilibrium constant for reaction j
Knudsen number defined in terms of r
Knudsen number defined in terms of r,
Boltzmann constant, J/molecule-K
latent heat of evaporation at T8 (Pl), J/kg
mean free path, m
mass of a water droplet, kg
average molecular mass of gaseous mixture, kg/molecule
average molecular mass of carrier gas, kg/molecule
molecular mass of water, kg/molecule
mass flow rate, kg total mixture/s
iteration index and atoms of carbon per molecule of fuel
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number of droplets of kind i per mass of total mixture,
droplets/kg
Prandtl number defined in terms of cp,1 (eq. (69))
pressure, N/m 2
partial pressure of water vapor, N/m 2
vapor pressure of water over a flat surface, N/m 2
standard state pressure, 0.101325 MN/m 2
Kantrowitz correction factor, equation (62)
condensation coefficient
evaporation coefficient
universal gas constant, 8.314 J/mol-K
specific gas constant for mixture, R/W, J/kg-K
universal gas constant, 1.987 cal/mol-K
specific gas constant for carrier gas, R/W¢, J/kg-K
specific gas constant for water, R/W1, J/kg-K
droplet radius, m









temperature of gaseous mixture, K
temperature of liquid water, K
reduced temperature, T/Tc
critical temperature of water, 647.3 K





average molecular weight of gaseous mixture, kg/mol
(also W = 1/Y)
average molecular weight of carrier gas, kg/mol
molecular weight of species k, kg/mol
droplet radius, m
entropy of total mixture, J/kg-K
entropy of water vapor at standard state pressure,
of liquid water, J/kg-K
































mass of liquid water per mass of total mixture
mass of carrier gas per mass of total mixture
distance along nozzle measured from throat, m
computational step along nozzle, m
mol number of mixture, mols/kg
equivalent total mols of elements C, H, O, and N per mass
of total mixture, mols/kg
tool number of species k, mols/kg
mol number of species k in gaseous mixture at point in
nozzle where J "-- Jmin, mols/kg
mols of fuel, O2, and N2 per mass of total mixture in feed,
mols/kg
mol fraction of species k
parameter defined by equation (112)
ratio of droplet radius to critical radius, r/r,
constant in equation (78)
thermal accommodation coefficient for carrier gas
interaction with water droplets
constant in equation (75); also, Langmuir parameter
ratio of specific heats
parameter defined by equation (82)
nozzle boundary layer displacement thickness, m
allowable iteration error
elemental ratio of hydrogen to carbon in mixture
elemental ratio of nitrogen to oxygen in mixture
parameter defined by equation (75)
parameter defined by equation (76)
thermal conductivity of gaseous mixture, J/s-m-K
viscosity of gaseous mixture, N-s/m 2
parameter defined by equation (78)
parameter defined by equation (77)
mass density, kg/m 3
surface tension, N/m
equivalence ratio
parameter defined by equation (80)



















properties at interface between free molecular and contin-
uum regimes (see appendix A)
location index along nozzle axis





saturation condition except in equation (12) where it is
stoichiometric condition
water vapor
evaluated at 373.15 K
droplet type index
conditions at point in nozzle where nucleation just
begins, except pO denotes standard state pressure
of 0.101325 MN/m 2
approximation
alternate approximation
sonic condition at nozzle throat




Experimental studies of propulsion systems and
aerothermal-structural systems concepts for hyper-
sonic flight require wind tunnels that generate high
enthalpy flow. One approach to achieving such
flows utilizes combustion at a relatively high pres-
sure followed by expansion of the resulting combus-
tion products to form the test stream. A number of
combustion-driven wind tunnels burning various fu-
els and of various sizes have been built and operated.
Fuels for these facilities include hydrogen,
methane (as the major component of natural gas),
and isobutane each burning with air or oxygen-
enriched air. In all cases, the products of combustion
contain a substantial amount of water vapor. Con-
ditions for which condensation of water could occur
depend on the equivalence ratio, temperature, and
pressure in the tunnel combustion chamber, and the
extent of the expansion of the combustion products
in the nozzle. If liquid water does form, the process
experiences entropy production and the flow proper-
ties are altered relative to an isentropic expansion
There is therefore a need to be able to predict and
analyze the effects of nucleation and water droplet
growth in combustion-driven wind tunnels.
A great deal of computational and experimental
work has been carried out over the years on the nu-
cleation and droplet growth of liquid water from pure
steam. References 1 and 2 include reviews of previ-
ous studies and present computations and compar-
isons with experimental data for pure steam. One
of the most recent studies has been presented by
Young in references 3 and 4 and is the starting point
and basis for the present work. The method pre-
sented by Young for steam is modified and extended
to the rapid expansion of combustion products. This
requires the addition of a scheme to compute the
properties of the reacting gas mixture in the com-
bustion chamber and the subsequent expansion along
the nozzle prior to the formation of liquid water and
the modification of the nucleation and droplet growth
equations to account for the noncondensable compo-
nents of the combustion products.
The equations are developed for a quasi-one-
dimensional flow of combustion products; nucleation
and droplet growth are taken into account in the de-
velopment. A numerical scheme that employs these
equations is presented. Sample results for selected
conditions in the Langley 8-Foot High-Temperature
Tunnel are also given and show the general effects of
water condensation.
Development of Equations
The development of an appropriate set of equa-
tions for water condensation from a rapidly expand-
ing flow of combustion products follows closely the
approach presented by Young (refs. 3 and 4) for con-
densation of pure steam. In the present analysis, the
tunnel stagnation conditions and the subsequent ex-
pansion along the nozzle are described by a reacting
mixture of ideal gases in chemical equilibrium. The
condition of chemical equilibrium is applied along the
expansion until nucleation just begins, at which point
the temperature is low enough so that no further re-
action needs to be considered. Also the nucleation
and droplet growth processes take place in a gaseous
mixture of water vapor and a noncondensable car-
rier gas composed of the other combustion products
rather than pure steam. It should be noted that no
liquid water is formed while the condition of chemical
equilibrium is imposed and that no chemical reaction
takes place during nucleation and droplet growth.
Figure 1 is a schematic of a combustion-heated wind
tunnel to which this analysis is applied.
The description of the nozzle flow process from
the combustion chamber through the throat and un-
til nucleation just begins requires a set of flow equa-
tions, stoichiometric relationships, a set of equations
for computing the equilibrium chemical composition,
thermodynamic relations and properties for a react-
ing gas mixture, and a nucleation rate equation. This
process is indicated as part 1 and part 2 in figure 1.
Computation of the flow process for continued expan-
sion during nucleation and droplet growth requires
additional equations for transport properties, droplet
growth rate, and entropy production. This process
is indicated as part 3 in figure 1. The following
paragraphs present the specific equations required for
these processes.
Flow Equations
The continuity equation for quasi-one-dimensional
nozzle flow is
dn -- pGAU (1)
l-w
where it has been assumed that liquid water and the
gaseous mixture have the same velocity. Equation (1)
applies along the entire expansion prior to liquid
water formation with w -- 0 as well as with liquid
water present.
The momentum equation is
(1 - w) dp
- UdU (2)
PG
Ewhere again the liquid water and gaseous mixture
have the same velocity.
The energy equation for adiabatic steady flow is
• . U 2
ho = (1 - w)ha + _ w'h_ + -_- (3)
i
where the first term on the right-hand side of equa-
tion (3) can be written as
(1 - w)h G = (1 - w - wc)hG, 1 + wchG, c (4)
Now in the region where water vapor condenses and
no further chemical reaction occurs in the gas phase,
the differential form of the energy equation (eq. (3))
becomes
(1 - w - We) dhG,1 + Wc dhG,c + U dU




The computation of the chemical composition of
a reacting gas mixture composed of the elements C,
H, O, and N requires a specification of the elemental
constants YC, YH, YO, and YN which represent the
equivalent total number of mols of each element
per mass of mixture. These four constants can be
determined by specifying the elemental nitrogen-to-
oxygen ratio V/N,O, the elemental hydrogen-to-carbon
ratio 77H,C, the equivalence ratio ¢, where
¢ _ YH/2 + 2Yc (6)
Yo
and the four elemental constants are related by the
identity
12Yc + YH + 16YO + 14YN = 1000 (7)













These elemental constants will be used in the set of
equations appearing in the next section.
The chemical composition of the feed stream to
the combustion chamber is also required. Although it
is possible to present a scheme for a more general fuel
type, attention is limited to aliphatic hydrocarbons
burning with a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen. For
this class of fuels, the stoichiometric reaction is
m




s n(4 + _?H,C)





% : _,o_o2 (14)
A YO (15)Yo: = 7-
it follows that
250
YO_ = 8 + 7r/N,O + ¢ [(12 + V/H,C)/(4 + 0H,C)]
(16)
In the flow region where nucleation and droplet
growth occur, no further chemical reaction takes
place so that the mixture composition changes only
as a result of water condensation. The gaseous
mixture composition in this region can be expressed
in the following way in terms of the mass fraction
of liquid water formed and the mol numbers of each
species in the gaseous mixture just before any liquid
water is formed. Let w represent the mass of liquid
water in the stream per unit mass of total mixture
(liquid water plus gaseous mixture). Also let Yk
represent the mol number of species k in the gaseous
mixture and Yk° denote the mol number of species k
in the gaseous mixture just before any liquid water is
formed. Now since the number of mols of liquid water
formed per unit mass of the total mixture is w/W1
and the mass of gaseous mixture per mass of total
ii
mixture is (1 - w), it follows that the mol number of
water vapor in the gaseous mixture is
Yl - Y_ - w/W1 (17)
1-w
in the region where nucleation and droplet growth
occur. The mol numbers for the other species, that
is for k > 1, are
k D














yo= __, y_ (21)
k=l
Also, the mol fraction of any species in the gaseous
mixture is
Yk = Yk w (22)
The average molecular weight of the carrier gas,
that is for all species in the gaseous mixture except
water vapor, is
10 ykwk
wo = _ f-_l (23)
k=2
or noting that Y = 1/W and using the foregoing
expressions for Yk, ]I1, Yk, and W, it follows that
1k._2v_wk (24)we= = -f-
which is of course independent of the amount of water
condensed, w.
Equilibrium Chemical Composition
The equilibrium chemical composition of combus-
tion products includes 10 species numbered from 1
to 10 in the following order--H20, CO2, CO, 02,
H2, N2, H, O, OH, and NO. The composition is de-
termined by the simultaneous solution of the follow-
ing Six chemical equilibrium relations corresponding
to the six listed reactions:
For reaction I, CO2 + H2 = CO + H20,
Y1Y3 (25)
Kp,1 -- Y2Y5
For reaction II, 2CO2 = 2CO + 02,
]I32]?'4 p
F:p,2= pO (26)
For reaction III, H2 + 02 = 2OH,
Kp,3 -- y4 y5
(27)
For reaction IV, H2 = 2H,
v:p
gp,4 - Y4Y pO (28)
For reaction V, 02 = 20,
v:p
Kp,5 -- ]i4 Y pO (29)
For reaction VI, 02 + N2 = 2NO,
r?0
gp,6- Y4Y6 (30)
and the four elemental balance equations:
YH = 2YI + 2Y5 + ]17 + Y9 (31)
]IO = I11 + 2112 + ]I3 +2Y4 +]/"8 +]I9 +Ylo (32)
YN = 2116 + YlO (33)
YC = ]I2 + ]I3 (34)
The expression for Kp,j is
Kp,j=exp nj G J (35)
where the constant coefficients Bn, j are given in
appendix B. The constants YC, YH, YO, and YN in
the four elemental balance equations are determined
3
z==
from equations (8) through (11) and the specification
of r/N,O, r/H,C, and ¢.
Thermodynamic Relations and Properties
The starting point for determining the thermo-
dynamic properties of a mixture is an equation for
the molar heat capacity at constant pressure of each
chemical species expressed as
6
Cp, k = E An,kT_ -2 (36)
n=l
where An, k is a set of constant coefficients given
in appendix B for each species over a temperature
range. In some cases, the specific heat capacity at
constant pressure is useful and can be written as
Cp,k (37)
Cp, k -- Wk
In addition to this expression for the kth species,
expressions for the specific heat capacity at constant
pressure and the ratio of specific heats for water




71 = Cp,l__ (39)
Cp,1 -- R1
Similar expressions for the carrier gas are also needed






cp,c (1 - v )wc
% _ Cp,c (41)
Cp,c -- Rc
The specific enthalpy of the gaseous mixture can
be obtained from the equation for Cp,k, integration,
and summation over all species to give
lo[ f An,fl__lh G = EYk A1, k In T G + -n-T " +A7'k
k=l n=2
(42)
where the additional constant coefficients A7, k in-
clude the standard state enthalpy of formation of
each species at the reference temperature of 298.15 K.
4
Numerical values of A7, k are given in appendix B.
The units for h G are joules per kilogram of gaseous
mixture. An expression for the specific enthalpy of
water vapor in the mixture is also needed; that is,
6 An,IT_-I ]A1,1 In T a + _ nl + A7,1
n=2 (43)
ha'l = Wl
The units of hG, 1 are joules per kilogram of water
vapor.
The specific entropy of the gaseous mixture can
also be obtained from the expression for Cp,k, inte-
gration, and summation over all species to give
10 [_A1, k
sa = E Yk + (A2, k - R') lnT a
k:1 t TG
6 A T n-2 ]
+ E n,k G ]n=3 n -- 2 + AS'k -- R In PG
10
--Rln (_)-R_'_Yk In Y k (44)
k=l
where As, k includes the standard state entropy of
formation of species k at the reference temperature of
298.15 K. Numerical values are given in appendix B.
For some applications it is convenient to invert this
equation to express PG as a function of SG, TG, and




G-- sG --R In (R/p °) - n _k=l Y k In Yk
(45)




n=3 n -- 2 + A8'k
(46)
The equation of state for the gaseous mixture is
p= pcRTG (47)
(t )-1where R = I_V and W = Yk
\k=l
riliiili 
Computations in the flow region where nucle-
ation and droplet growth can occur require ad-
ditional equations for the enthalpy and entropy
of liquid water. An equation for the specific
enthalpy of liquid water is obtained by starting
with the specific enthalpy of evaporation of wa-
ter at 1 atm and 373.15 K from reference 5;
that is, Ah_,G,373.15 = 2.2570 x 106 J/kg. Then us-
ing equation (43) at T = 373.15 K and the coef-
ficients An,1 given in table Bl(a), it follows that
hG,1,373.15 = -13.2933 x 106 J/kg. Also, the heat
capacity of liquid water in the region of interest is es-
sentially constant and is c L = 4.2 x 103 J/kg-K. Now
since
h L - hL,373.15 = (4.2 x 103)(T - 373.15) (48)
and
Ah_,G,373.15 = hG,1,373.15 - hL,373.15 (49)
it follows that the specific enthalpy of liquid water is
hL = (4.2 × 103)T- (17.1175 x 106) (50)
where the units of hL are joules per kilogram of liquid
water.
The specific entropy of liquid water can be ob-
tained in a similar way. The specific entropy of evap-
oration of water at 1 atm and 373.15 K is
As_,G,373.15--
Ah_,G,373.15
373.15 --6.0485 x 103 J/kg-K
The entropy of water vapor at 1 atm and 373.15 K
is obtained by using the equation
6 n-2 ]-AI,1/TG + a2,1 In TG + _ _ + As,1
o n----3
8G,,1 ---- _V 1
(51)
and the coefficients An,1 given in table Bl(a) so that
SG,1,373.15o = 10.905 x 103 J/kg-K. Now since
and




o o _ (53)ASL,G,373.15 = 8G,1,373.15 8L,373.15
it follows that the specific entropy of liquid water is
s L = 4.2 X 103 In T - 20.0149 x 103 (54)
where the units of 8L are joules per kilogram of liquid
water-kelvin.
An equation for the specific latent heat of evap-
oration of water at a temperature T is also needed
and is
L = hG, 1 - hL (55)
It then follows from equation (50) that
L = hG, 1 - 4.2 x 103T + 17.1175 x 106 (56)
where hG, 1 is evaluated at T and the units of L are
joules per kilogram of water.
The vapor pressure of water is also required. An
expression for the vapor pressure of water over a flat
surface as a function of temperature was obtained
by fitting a curve to the tabulated values given in
reference 5; that is,
p_=exp(55.897 6641.7T 4.4864 in T)(57)
where Poo has units of newtons per meter 2.
The surface tension of water is represented by the
equation given by Young (ref. 4); that is,
a = (82.27 + 75.612T R - 256.889T 2
+ 95.928T_) x 10 -3 (58)
where T R = _ with Tc denoting the critical tem-
perature of water. The units of a are newtons per
meter.
Finally, the critical droplet radius is obtained
from the well-known equation
2o"
r, = _ (59)
pLR1T G In (pl/poo)
where Pl = YlP and r. has units of meters. Droplets
larger than r. tend to grow while droplets less than
r. tend to evaporate.
Nucleation Rate
The nucleation rate equation given by Young can
be modified to take into account a carrier gas by
replacing the gas density in Young's equation which
is for pure steam by the density of water vapor. This
follows from the argument that nucleation depends
on collisions between water molecules in the gaseous
phase and clusters of water molecules, both of which
are proportional to the density of water vapor. Now
since the density of water vapor in a gaseous mixture
can be expressed as
5
ylml (60)PG,1 -- PG
m
the nucleation rate equation for a gaseous mixture
that includes a carrier gas becomes
The thermal conductivity of the gaseous mixture
can also be obtained by starting with a polynomial
expression in terms of temperature for each pure
species
qc (ylml]2 ( 2__)1/2p2 GJ = I ÷--Q \ rn _ PL
x exp 3kTG ]
(61)
4
)_k = E En,kTn-IG (66)
n=l
where the constant coefficients for each species En, k
are given in appendix B. The thermal conductivity of
the gaseous mixture can then be obtained by using
the expression (ref. 8)
where qc is the condensation coefficient which Young
argued to be unity and ( / 1 [ _-_lk=l
2('71 -- 1) L L 1 (62) A = _ [W YkAk + 10 1
 _13
is the nonisothermal correction factor given by
Kantrowitz in reference 6.
Transport Properties
The need to consider transport processes is lim-
ited to the flow region in which droplet growth
can occur. The temperature in this region is rela-
tively low so that viscosity and thermal conductiv-
ity data are required over a rather narrow tempera-
ture range. Furthermore, only seven chemical species
(H20, CO2, CO, 02, H2, N2, and NO) are present
in significant quantities at these temperatures.
The viscosity of the gaseous mixture can be ob-
tained by starting with an expression for the viscosity
of each species in the pure state and then applying a
mixing rule. The viscosity of each pure species can
be represented by a polynomial
4
#k = _ Dn,kT_ -1 (63)
n=l
where the constant coefficients for each species Dn, k
are given in appendix B. The viscosity of the gaseous
mixture containing these species can then be ob-
tained from the expression (ref. 7)
10




[1 + (#kllzt)l/2(W_lWk)l/4] 2




Finally, the equations for the mean free path,
Prandtl number, and Knudsen number are




Kn = 2r (70)
Kn, - (71)
2r,
where the specific heat at constant pressure for water
vapor is used to define the Prandtl number.
Droplet Growth Rate
The integrated droplet growth equation given by
r > 1.i can be writtenYoung for droplets with z = r__ -
as
03
--In ZJ+l + 0
0+1 zj+O 1 ) z j+ 1 - 1+ _-_+F/ In zj-1
+ (f'/+ 1 -- O)(zj+ 1 -- zj)
1 4) :+5
(72)
$ The constant of 1.5 used by Young is somewhat smaller
than 3V/_-/8 = 1.88 from simplified kinetic theory and some-
what larger than _98 = 1.26 from a considerably more elab-
orate calculation.
This equation also applies in the case with a carrier
gas present when I2 is defined as





+ (i__yl) (____)1/2 [("/c + I)"/lCp,cl ac (74)
The derivation of the factor f is given in appendix A.
Expressions for the other parameters 0, A, _, and
u are
0--2_Kn, (75)





1 2 - qc "_1 + 1 Cp, lTs(Pl)
-R1Ts(Pl) a + - -
L 2 2qc 2"/1 L
× _s (78)
Yl \ml ] J
The saturation temperature Ts(pl) is based on the
partial pressure of water vapor in the mixture, and
_1 and Cp, 1 are for water vapor. Also note that the
expression for v contains a term +1/2 rather than
-1/2 given by Young. This difference is believed to
be due to a typographical error in Young's paper.
The integrated droplet growth equation given by
r < 1.1 isYoung for droplets with z -- r__
Zj+ 1 ---- 1 + r*'------J--J(zj- 1) exp(¢At)
r,,j+l
1 dr, exp(¢At - 1)
Cr,,j+ 1 dt
(79)
where the subscripts j and 3"+1 denote adjacent loca-
tions in the flow direction and At is the correspond-
ing time interval. This equation applies to the case
with a carrier gas present when ¢ is defined as
fP _1 + 1 Cp,1 1 Ix ITs(P1)-TG] (80)
¢= r)_ 2"/1 LpL 1--
where f and u are given by equations (74) and (78).
The temperature of the liquid droplets is also re-
quired. Young has developed the following equation
for T L which depends on TG, Ts(pl), r,, and r:
TL = TG + (1 - r,/r)[Ts(pl) - TG] (81)
1 - v5
where
5 = _Kn/Pr (82)
1 + 2_Kn
and ( is given by equation (77). It should be
noted that equations (72) and (79) imply that the
droplets retain their identity as they grow and do
not agglomerate.
Entropy Production Equation
The approach taken by Young was to replace the
differential form of the momentum equation with an
expression for the increase in entropy due to wa-
ter condensation. The differential change in en-
tropy given by Young due to liquid water formation
also applies to a mixture containing a carrier gas if
expressed as
ds: {L-Cp,l[Ts(Pl)-TG]} [r G 1 ]Ts(Pl) dw
(83)
where the saturation temperature Zs(Pl) is based on
the partial pressure of water vapor in the mixture Pl,
the specific heat of water vapor cp,1 is used, and the
latent heat L is evaluated at Ts(pl).
Numerical Solution
The foregoing set of equations can now be used to
obtain a numerical solution for the adiabatic expan-
sion of combustion products with nucleation and wa-
ter droplet growth. The numerical solution is divided
into three successive parts as indicated in figure 1.
Part 1 of Numerical Solution--Stagnation
Conditions and Mass Flow Rate
Part i of the numerical solution involves the spec-
ification of the feed conditions to the combustor, the






the computation of the chemical composition of com-
bustion products in the combustor at a stagnation
temperature that allows for heat loss, and the deter-
mination of the mass flow rate.
Feed conditions. The first step in computing the
stagnation conditions in the combustion chamber is
to define the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio VH,C and the
number of atoms of carbon in a molecule of fuel n;
the nitrogen-to-oxygen ratio tiN,O; the fuel equiva-
lence ratio ¢; the feed temperatures of the fuel, air,
and oxygen to the combustion chamber, TF, :Fair,
and :FO2; and the pressure in the combustion cham-
ber, Po. The selection of the fuel and the feed tem-
peratures determines the specific enthalpy of the fuel
hF as well as ho2 and hY2"
The feed composition in terms of YF, :YO2, and
YN2 may be found by first solving equation (16) for
Yo_ and then equations (13) and (14) for YF and
YN2" The specific total enthalpy of the feed can then
be computed from the equation
"ho = _'FhF + "Yo2ho2 + YN2hN2 (84)
Adlabaticflame temperature. The adiabatic flame
temperature and the corresponding chemical equi-
librium composition are determined by the simulta-
neous solution of the elemental balance expressions
(eqs. (31) through (34)), the equilibrium relations
(eqs. (25) through (30)), and the specific enthalpy
of the mixture with h G = ho (eq. (42)). Auxiliary
equations for the equilibrium constants (eq. (35)) and
the elemental constants (eqs. (8) through (11)) are
also required. A solution is obtained by iteration for
flame temperature Tf.
Equations (25) through (34) are solved simul-
taneously by the method of successive approxima-
tions. For flame temperatures up to 2000 K and
fuel lean conditions, the major chemical species are
H20, CO2, CO, 02, and N2. Although significant
amounts of the other five species may be present,
estimates for the five major species noted can be
used for a reasonable initial approximation. If an
initial estimate of the ratio of the number of mols of
CO2 to total mols of carbon in the mixture a2, C is
made, and equations (31) through (34) are used with
]I5 = ]f7 = Y8 = Y9 = II10 = 0, it follows that a first
approximation for the mol numbers of the five major
species and the total mol number of the mixture is
2 (85)
II2 = a2,cYc (86)
Y3= Yc- Y_ (87)
Yo -Yc -Yi -Y2
Y4= 2 (88)
2 (89)
y = YH + Yo + YN + Yc -- Y_ -- Y_
2 (90)
If equations (25) through (30) are now also used
along with equations (31) through (34), the following
set of equations can be used to determine the chem-
ical composition for all 10 species through a series of
successive approximations:







Y9 : (Kp,3Y4Y5) 1/2
/ pO \ 1/2
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Y = Z Yk (102)
k=l
It should be noted that equation (100) led to step-
to-step oscillations in the solution for higher tem-
peratures. In order to avoid this problem, equa-
tion (100) was rewritten as equation (101) to pro-
vide some damping. The numerical value of Y4 com-
puted in the previous iteration step is used in the
I I
right-hand side of equation (101). After a stable so-
lution for the mol numbers Yk for k ---- 1 to 10 is
achieved for a given temperature, the correspond-
ing specific enthalpy of the mixture h G is computed
from equation (42) and compared with the known
total feed enthalpy ho- If h a turns out to be less
than ho, the next approximation to the temperature
is increased and if greater, decreased. The final solu-
tion for the adiabatic flame temperature is obtained
when h G = ho.
Stagnation conditions. This study does not at-
tempt to compute the heat loss from the combustor,
however, the influence of an arbitrary heat loss has
been taken into account by assuming a stagnation
temperature To that is somewhat less than the adia-
batic flame temperature. The chemical composition
at To can then be determined directly by using the
scheme just presented. The stagnation enthalpy ho
and the stagnation entropy So are then computed
from equations (42) and (44).
Mass flow rate. The mass flow rate is determined
in the following way. An isentropic expansion from
the combustion chamber is assumed and the mass
flux pG U computed along the nozzle to find the maxi-
mum value of pGU. Since ho and s are constant along
the expansion, all flow properties can be computed
at a selected temperature that is less than To. This
computation uses an iteration on the pressure.
The choice of an approximate pressure, say pl at
the selected temperature T allows the computation
of a chemical equilibrium composition. This in turn
permits the direct computation of the density by
equations (45) and (46). The resulting density PG
and composition can then be used in equation (47)
to compute a pressure p. A comparison between pt
and p indicates the need to continue the iteration
process. When the iteration scheme gives a value of
p sufficiently close to pl the pressure is determined.
The flow velocity U at this state is then computed
from equation (3) with no liquid water present; that
is,
U = [2(ho - hG)] 1/2 (lO3)
The mass flux pG U can therefore be found at
selected temperatures corresponding to successive
locations along the nozzle. The maximum mass flux
p_U* occurs at the nozzle throat where the nozzle
cross-sectional area is A*. The mass flow rate is given
then by equation (1) with no liquid water present;
that is,
= pG U A (104)
This is the mass flow rate of the total mixture along
the entire length of the nozzle including the down-
stream conditions with liquid water formation.
Part 2 of Numerical SolutionmIsentropic
Expansion and Beginning of Nucleation
Part 2 of the numerical solution involves the com-
putation from the nozzle throat to the beginning of
nucleation. It is assumed that the flow expands isen-
tropically and remains in chemical equilibrium with
no liquid water formation. At each step along the
nozzle the nucleation rate is computed to determine
at what point to include nucleation and liquid droplet
growth.
Isentropic expansion. The isentropic expansion
from the nozzle throat is obtained by noting that
s = So and ho = Constant along the nozzle. Start-
ing at T* and p*, a temperature T less than T* is
selected. The pressure is then determined by itera-
tion and the values of PG, hG, and U computed by
the scheme given in part 1 of the numerical solution.
The area of the nozzle can then be computed from




The location of this particular point along the nozzle
is then determined by using the relationship that
defines the cross-sectional area as a function of nozzle
position x. This computation in general requires the
inversion of the expression of A as a function of x or
an iteration to find x for a given value of A.
Beginning of nucleation. The nucleation rate J is
computed from equation (61) where the appropriate
values of 3'1, hG,1, L, Poc, a, and r. are obtained
from equations (39), (43), (56), (57), (58), and (59),
respectively. This computed value of J is compared
with a value groin chosen such that a smaller value of
J does not generate enough nuclei to affect the flow
throughout the nozzle. Successively lower values of
T are taken along the nozzle until J > gmin" At
this point and downstream, the number of nuclei
formed is taken into account, and the droplet growth
equations are used.
Part 3 of Numerical Solution--Nucleation and
Droplet Growth
Part 3 of the numerical solution deals with the
computation of the nucleation process to determine
the number of droplets formed at successive loca-
tions along the nozzle and the subsequent growth
of the liquid water droplets. The starting point is
9
=the condition determined in part 2 of the numeri-
cal solution where the nucleation rate just exceeds
a threshold value. The index j is used to denote a
location along the nozzle, starting with j -- 1 at the
beginning of part 3 (fig. 1), where all properties are
known. This also includes the chemical composition
of the gas phase. Since essentially no further chemi-
cal reaction takes place once nucleation and droplet
growth occur, the only change in the gaseous mix-
ture composition is due to the formation of liquid
water. The appropriate expressions for Y1, Yk (with
k = 2, 3, ..., 6), and W at any position along
the nozzle are thus given by equations (17), (18),
and (19). The computation proceeds in general at
location j where T, p, p, Yl, U, s, A, x, and w are
known. All other required parameters at j can be
computed from this set. Note also that all properties
at j - 1 are known.
Computational steps along nozzle and nozzle area.
The first step in the determination of properties at
j + 1 is to increase xj by Ax so that
xj+ 1 = zj + Ax (106)
and to determine the nozzle area from the expression
Aj+I = f(xj+l) (107)
An iteration scheme based on adjusting Tj+ 1 as the
primary variable is then used to find a solution for
all properties at j + 1. Secondary iterations within
the loop for Tj+ 1 are also required.
Gas temperature. The first approximation for the
gas temperature at j+l is Tj+ 1 = Tj and it is further
assumed that initially Pj+I = Pj and Uj+ 1 = Uj.
The value of Tj+ 1 is adjusted as a result of each
iteration step, and T_+I = Tj+ 1 is defined at this
point and used to test for convergence.
Formation of new droplets. The nucleation rate is
assumed to vary as exp(kx) as suggested by Young,
so that the appropriate mean nucleation rate ex-
pressed in terms of new droplets formed per unit vol-
1
ume per unit time at j over the volume from j -
to j + ½ is the logarithmic mean value; that is,
= Jj+l/2 - Jj-i/2 (108)
Jj-1/_
where Jj+l/2 and Jj-1/2 are computed from equa-
tion (61). The number of new droplets formed at j
per unit mass of total mixture is therefore
n
JjAjAx (109)Ani=J -- dn
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Although the droplet size of this set formed at j will
change as it moves downstream, the number An i
in the set will remain constant unless some of the
droplets evaporate. Agglomeration of droplets is not
taken into account in these calculations. Note that a
set of droplets characterized by a single index i will
be formed at successive positions along the nozzle.
At any position j, there could be as many as j sets
of droplets each with a radius of r_. in the amount of
An i droplets per mass of total mixture.
Droplet growth. The computation of the droplet
radius at j + 1 employs equation (72) and appropri-
ri
= _ > 1.1 or equa-ate auxiliary equations for z_i r.,j -
5_
<1.1.
tion (79) and auxiliary equations for z_. = r.,j
Either equation requires the time interval that cor-
responds to the step size Ax; that is,
2Ax
At -- Uj + Uj+ 1 (110)
It should be noted that the derivation of equa-
tion (72) by Young used the argument that the prop-
erties of the gaseous mixture do not change between
locations j and j + 1. This means that equation (72)
can be used to compute r_.+l with only knowledge
of properties at j. The solution for droplets in the
size range of z_. > 1.1 can be obtained by rewriting
equation (72) as
where
F= Zj+I - Zj - AAt (111)
03
zj-o+ 1 In (z}+0)
-4-(0--_1 + f_ ) In (z_. - 1)
1 is
+ (_ + 1 - 0) z_. + _z) (112)
The application of a Newton iteration scheme re-
quires dF/dz_.+l which is
dF 03
z i O)dz_+i (0 + 1) ( j+l +
1 + fl(O + 1)
+
z i(0+ 1) ( j+l- 1)
+ + 1- o) (113)
[[i[]
so that the nth iteration gives
• F(n)
Z}+l(n + 1) = zj.+l(n ) - dF(n)/dz}+ 1
(114)
The droplet radius at j + 1 when the iteration has
been completed is
r}+l i (115)= Z)+lr,,j
Equation (79) is used for the smaller droplets
when z} < 1.1. In this case, the solution for z}+ 1
requires knowledge of r,j+ 1 as well as properties at
j. An expression for dr./dt is
dr___L_= r,d+l - r,j (116)
dt At
It should be noted that Young:s analysis assumed
that ¢ in equation (79) and given by equation (80)
is a constant over the interval from j to j + 1 but
that the solution for z}+ 1 from equation (79) requires
knowledge of r,d+l. This means that the computa-
tion of r}+ 1 when z} < 1.1 must use successively
revised values of r,,j+ 1 that correspond to the suc-
cessively revised values of Tj+ 1.
Mass of liquid water. The mass of liquid water
i 3
droplets that have a radius rj+ 1
so that the mass of liquid water per total mass of
mixture for all droplets of type i at j + 1 is
i 4 i 3 •
= -_orpL \ ,(rj+l)An' (117)Wj+l
The total mass of liquid water per total mass of
mixture at j + 1 is
j+l
Wj+l Z i (118)= Wj+ 1
i=1
Enthalpy and entropy of llquid water. Now in order
to compute the enthalpy and entropy of the liquid
water in the mixture, thetemperature of the liquid
droplets of each type i, T_,j+ 1, must be determined
from equation (81). The enthalpy of the liquid at
j + 1 can then he computed from equation (50) using
T_j+I to get h_,j+ 1 and hLj+l is obtained from
hL,j+l = E i i (119)w-j+lhi,j+l
The entropy of the liquid water is computed like-
wise from equation (54) using T_,j+ 1 to get S_L,j+l
so that
i i
SLo'+l = E Wj+lSLj+l (120)
Entropy production. The next step is to compute
the entropy increase due to liquid water formation
by equation (83) with ds replaced by Asj and dw by
Awj where
Awj = Wj+ 1 -- w3 (121)
The temperature and pressure used to determine
properties in equation (83) are
TGj+I + TGj (122)
TO= 2
and
Pj+I + Pj (123)
P: 2
The value of L is evaluated at Ts(pl), and Cp,1 is
a very weak function of temperature so it can be
evaluated at T G. The entropy of the total mixture
can therefore be written as
sj+ 1 = sj + Asj (124)
Two-level iteration to determine TG. At this point,
the iteration scheme proceeds with an attempt to
find a value of TG,j+ 1 that satisfies the independent
computation of SG,j+ 1. Simultaneously an iteration
is carried out to determine a value of PG,j+I by using
the known area at j + 1, Aj+ 1, and the mass flow
equation. The two iteration schemes are as follows:
1. Iteration using entropy of gas mixture: One
equation for the entropy of the gaseous mixture can
be written as
Sly,j+ 1 : Sj+l -- SL'j+I (125)
1 - Wj÷ 1
where all terms on the right-hand side have been
computed. A second and independent equation is
given by equation (44) from which stGj+l is com-
puted using PG,j+I and TG,j+ 1. The iteration at this
point assumes that sl_j+l is correct, fixes PG,j+I,
and adjusts TG,j+ 1 until
(s5 ,





If this conditionis not satisfied,thevalueof TG,j+ 1
is revised according to the expression
[(85- ]
Tj+l(n+l)=T3+l(n) exPL -c7- _ J (127)
where Tj+ 1 = TG,j+ 1 .
2. Iteration using nozzle area: After the con-
dition in equation (126) is satisfied, Tj+ 1 is used in
equation (42) to compute hrG,j+l . The specific en-
thalpy of the total mixture is then computed from
Computer Program
A computer program, FIRACON, has been de-
veloped to solve the finite-rate condensation problem
using the solution technique described in the present
paper. The program is written in FORTRAN Ver-
sion 5 language for the CDC ® CYBER series digital
computer system, model 860, with Network Oper-
ating System. The program requires approximately
134000 octal locations of core storage, and a typi-
cal case requires approximately 200 seconds of cen-
tral processing unit time. Program input require-
ments and operating instructions are summarized in





' (128)hlj+ l : (1 - Wj+ l)hG,j+ 1 -I- hi,j+ 1
The value of U at j + 1 is then computed from
[2(ho i 11/2uj+l
---- . -- hi+l) ] (129)
A value for the cross-sectional area of the nozzle at
j + 1 is then computed from equation (1); that is,
, rh(1 - Wj+l) (130)
Aj+ 1 = PG,j+IUj+I





If this condition is not satisfied, the density of the
gaseous mixture is computed from the equation
m(1 -- Wj+l) (132)
PG,j+I = Aj+IUj+I
and the iteration process returns to the computation
of s_j+l using this value of PG,j+I and the last
computed value of TG,j÷ 1: The iteration continues
until the condition in equation (131) is satisfied after
which Pj+I is computed from equation (47).
The iteration for Tj+ 1 now includes the test that
[Tj+I - Tj+I[
< _ (133)T Ij+l
If this test is not satisfied, the iteration process
returns to the beginning (gas temperature) with Tj+ 1
equal to its last value. When this test is satisfied j is
increased by 1 with x increased by Ax (step along the
nozzle and nozzle area). This process is continued to
the nozzle exit.
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Application of Computation Scheme to
Langley 8-Foot High-Temperature Tunnel
The numerical scheme presented in the previous
section has been applied to the Langley 8-Foot High-
Temperature Tunnel (SIHTT) for a selected set of op-
erating conditions. The 8rHTT is a large combustion-
driven wind tunnel that burns natural gas (mostly
methane) and air at high pressure in a cylindrical
combustor approximately 1 m in diameter and 7 m
long. The combustion products which are primar-
ily H20, CO2, 02, and N2 with smaller amounts of
H2, CO, H, O, NO, and OH, expand as the test
gas from the combustor through an axisymmetric
conical-contoured nozzle to a test section with a di-
ameter of approximately 2.4 m (8 ft). The nozzle
length is approximately 16 m.
Numerical results are presented for five cases that
correspond to operating conditions of the 8_HTT.
The combustor temperature, pressure, and fuel
equivalence ratio for these cases are given in table 1.
The mole fraction of water vapor formed in the com-
bustor for each case is also listed. The conditions
for case 1 were established by selecting a combustor
pressure of 50 bars and an equivalence ratio that gave
a flame temperature of 2000 K. An arbitrary heat
loss from the combustor was included by selecting a
stagnation temperature that was 100 K less than the
flame temperature, that is, 1900 K. Conditions for
case 2 were obtained likewise but for a pressure of
250 bars. Conditions for case 3 and case 4 were ob-
tained in a similar fashion but for a temperature of
1600 K. Conditions for case 5 were obtained for To
= 1900 K and Po = 250 bars, the same as for case 2,
but for additional oxygen and an equivalence ratio
that yielded a mole fraction of 0.21 for O2 in the test
stream. Note that the mole fraction of water vapor
in the combustor is 0.154 for cases 1 and 2, 0.122 for
cases 3 and 4, and 0.156 for case 5. The values used
for the coefficients qc, a, _c, /_, and Jmin are also
indicated in table 1.
filiiI
The nozzle contour of the 8_HTT was used to de-
fine the variation of the cross-sectional area along
the nozzle. Tabulated values of selected wall coordi-
nates rw and computed boundary-layer-displacement
thicknesses 5* are tabulated in table 2. The numeri-
cal values of 5" were computed from a modified ver-
sion of the boundary-layer scheme presented in refer-
ence 9. The inviscid nozzle contour that was used for
the quasi-one-dimensionaI computation was obtained
by subtracting 5* from rw at each location of x listed
in table 2. A spline fitting scheme for intermediate
locations was applied.
The computed results for case 1 with To --
1900 K, po = 50 bars, and ¢ = 0.798 are shown
in figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows the difference be-
tween saturation temperature and the gas temper-
ature Ts(Pl) -TG, the nucleation rate J, and the
mass fraction of liquid water formed. The tempera-
ture difference Ts(Pl) - TG is a measure of the de-
gree of supercooling and provides the driving force
for nucleation and droplet growth. The test gas
first becomes saturated with respect to water vapor
when Ts(pl) = TG. This occurs at a nozzle loca-
tion just beyond x = 6.5 m. The temperature dif-
ference Ts(pl) -TG then increases to a maximum
value of about 45 K at approximately x = 12 m after
which Ts(Pl)-TG decreases rapidly. Figure 2(a) also
shows that the nucleation rate J rises exponentially
and then decreases rapidly as Ts(pl) -TG decreases.
The mass fraction of liquid water begins to be signif-
icant at about the point of the maximum nucleation
rate. The liquid water then continues to increase to
the end of the nozzle.
The formation of liquid water under these condi-
tions results in entropy production as shown in fig-
ure 2(b). The flow is isentropic until liquid water is
formed. The rather rapid formation of liquid water
initially causes a correspondingly rapid increase in
entropy followed by a more gradual increase as the
rate of liquid water formation decreases. This trend
is to be expected from equation (83).
The entropy production due to liquid water for-
mation affects the static pressure distribution along
the nozzle as shown in figure 2(c). The dashed curve
indicates the pressure distribution for an isentropic
expansion if no liquid water was formed. The solid
curve represents the computation that takes into ac-
count nucleation and droplet growth. Note that the
process follows the isentropic (dashed) curve to just
beyond a nozzle location of x = 12 m. At this point
the static pressure decreases less rapidly than indi-
cated by the isentropic process. The pressure then
increases somewhat to a maximum value after which
it decreases in parallel to the isentropic curve. This
departure from the isentropic pressure distribution is
due to the transfer of heat to the gaseous phase from
the liquid droplets. At the nozzle exit the static pres-
sure for case 1 with condensation is approximately
25 percent larger than that computed for isentropic
flow without condensation.
The growth history of the liquid droplets is shown
in figure 2(d). The single curve labeled r, is the
critical droplet radius computed from equation (59).
Droplets that are larger than r, grow, whereas those
less than r, evaporate. The series of curves indi-
cates the growth of the sets of droplets that were ini-
tially formed at successive stations along the nozzle.
Droplet sets that are formed but eventually evapo-
rate are also shown. Only a portion of the numerous
sets of droplets formed is included in figure 2(d).
The computed results for case 2 are given in
figure 3 and are also for To = 1900 K but at a higher
pressure of Po -- 250 bars. Figure 3(a) shows that
Ts(pl) -TG increases earlier and more rapidly for
Po -- 250 bars than shown in figure 2(a) for Po =
50 bars. Case 2 shows a slightly lower maximum
value of Ts(pl) -TG and also an earlier and more
rapid decrease in Ts(pl) - TG along the nozzle. The
nucleation process also begins further upstream for
the higher pressure case and displays a more rapid
increase and decay. The maximum nucleation rate
also achieves a higher value for the higher pressure
case, Note also that liquid water forms earlier and
more rapidly for Po = 250 bars compared with Po --
50 bars. The total amount of liquid water formed for
the higher pressure case is approximately 60 percent
more than for case 1.
Figure 3(b) shows the entropy production for
case 2. A comparison with figure 2(b) shows that
the entropy rises more rapidly for the higher pressure
case. This is due to the more rapid formation of
liquid water. The entropy also attains a nearly
level value, but the total entropy increase is less
for po = 250 bars than for po = 50 bars. This
smaller entropy increase is a direct result of the
earlier collapse of the supercooling.
The static pressure distribution along the nozzle
for case 2 is shown in figure 3(c). A comparison of fig-
ure 3(c) with figure 2(c) shows that the higher pres-
sure case results in an earlier and more pronounced
departure from an isentropic process. The static
pressure at the nozzle exit for case 2 with conden-
sation is approximately 33 percent larger than that
computed for isentropic flow without condensation.
The droplet growth history for case 2 is shown in
figure 3(d). The results are similar to case 1 except
the liquid droplets form earlier, grow more rapidly,
and attain larger sizes.
The results from case 3 are included to in-
dicate the effect of a lower temperature and are
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=presented in figure 4. A comparison of these re-
sults for To = 1600 K with those for case 1 with
To = 1900 K shows that the lower temperature case
results in an earlier onset of nucleation and conden-
sation. More l!quid water is formed even though the
total water vapor initially present in the test gas is
less for case 3 than for case 1. The static pressure
distribution plotted in figure 4(c) for case 3 shows a
more pronounced departure from an isentropic pro-
cess than was noted for either case 1 or case 2.
The static pressure at the nozzle exit computed for
flow with condensation is approximately 57 percent
greater than that computed for isentropic flow with-
out condensation as shown in figure 4(c). The re-
sults for case 4 with To = 1600 K, po = 250 bars,
and ¢ = 0.62 are presented in figure 5 and can be
compared with the other cases. The results for case 5,
which are for additional oxygen to give a test stream
containing 0.21 mole fraction of 02, are presented in
figure 6. A comparison of these results with case 2
(fig. 3), which is also for 1900 K and 250 bars, shows
very little difference. The somewhat different com-
position of the combustion products produces an ex-
pansion that gives a water vapor saturation point for
case 5 that is slightly downstream of that for case 2.
All the curves shown in figure 6 for case 5 are there-
fore shifted slightly downstream relative to case 2.
The purpose of presenting these five cases is to
show a set of results that indicates the magnitude
and the general trends for the effects of water con-
densation in the Langley 81HTT. The numerical val-
ues used for the coefficients qc =1, a = 8, and/3 = 2
are those suggested by Young for pure steam. The
value of ac = 1 was used to account for the non-
condensable carrier gas. Computations with values
of ac < 1 were also carried out but are not included,
and they give similar but less pronounced results.
The value of Jrnin used was adjusted until a smaller
value had no effect. More appropriate values of the
empirical coefficients a,c_c, and /3 might be deter-
mined from experimental data. These data would
include static pressure distributions along the nozzle
and water droplet size and concentration measure-
ments for supersonic expanding flow of combustion
products.
Concluding Remarks
An analysis and numerical scheme has been de-
veloped to treat the supersonic expansion of com-
bustion products that takes into account nucleation
and finite-rate growth of liquid water droplets. The
scheme has two limitations: the flow is assumed to
be quasi-one-dimensional and empirical coefficients
are required. This analysis has specific application
to the computation of flow properties in combustion-
heated wind tunnels such as the Langley 8-Foot High-
Temperature Tunnel (SIHTT).
Sample computations included in this paper are
based on the nozzle contour of the Langley 8rHTT.
The numerical values used for the empirical coeffi-
cients in these calculations are those suggested by
Young for pure steam. The results indicate that
the free-stream static pressure can be significantly
greater than that computed for isentropic nozzle flow
without condensation. The computed entropy pro-
duction also indicates a loss in total pressure relative
to isentropic flow. These computed results suggest
that this scheme can be used as a tool to interpret the
calibration and flow measurements in combustion-
heated wind tunnels. A calibration of combustion-
heated wind tunnels must take the effects of water
condensation into account.






Extension of Young's Droplet Growth
Equations To Include Carrier Gas
This appendix extends the droplet growth equa-
tions given by Young in references 3 and 4 for pure
steam to the case of water vapor in the presence of
a carrier gas. The carrier gas takes into account
the noncondensable gases contained in the products
of combustion. The equations for mass and heat
transfer given by Young for water vapor are used
and the appropriate equations for a carrier gas are
introduced.
Young's analysis begins by writing the equations
for the free molecular transport regime and for the
continuum transport regime and then combines these
equations to find droplet growth equations that ap-
ply to the intermediate regime. Young postulates
that the transport processes can be described by free
molecular transport from the droplet surface out to a
distance of a few mean free paths and by continuum
transport beyond. The interface between these two
regimes is taken to be at r + f_ where f_ is a parame-
ter of the order of unity. Young has chosen a value of
f_ -- 2. At this interface the pressure and tempera-
ture are denoted by Pi and T i.
Free Molecular Transport Regime (Kn >> 1)
The mass transfer equation for water in the free
molecular regime from the droplet surface out to the
interface given by Young is
dM_ 2qc 47rr2[ Pl,i q_.e Ps(TL, r) 1
-_ 2-qc L_ qc _/27rRiTL J
(A1)
and the energy transfer equation in this regime is
(L --_dM)1 -- 47rr2 _Pl'i "71+ lcp, l (rL _ Ti)2"71
(A2)
The mass transfer equation is appropriate as it stands
with Pl,i representing the partial pressure of water
vapor at the interface and -R1 = R/W1. Equa-
tion (A2), however, includes only the energy transfer
due to water. An additional equation is required to
account for the parallel energy transfer due to the
carrier gas. The equation for the energy transfer due
to the carrier gas has the same form as equation (A2);
that is,
( dM)c Pc,i "7c+12"7cL -_ = 47rr 2 _ Cp,cac(TL - Ti)
(A3)
where Pc,i is the partial pressure of the carrier gas at
the interface, Rc = R/Wc, and ac is the thermal ac-
commodation coefficient for the interaction between
the carrier gas and a water droplet. It should be
noted that the thermal accommodation coefficient for
water vapor with a water droplet was assumed to be
unity by Young as is implied by equation (A2). The
total energy transfer in the free molecular regime due
to both water vapor and carrier gas is then the sum
of equations (A2) and (A3); that is,
L __
dM Pi "71 + 1
dt = 47rr2 Cp'I(TL - Ti)f (A4)
2"71
where
,f yl (--_-) 1/2 1/2 [("lc-b 1)"[lCp,c]
= + (1- ya) (-_) 1)_c%,lj act +
(AS)
This expression for f is equation (74). Note that f
reduces to unity for the pure steam case.
Continuum Transport Regime (Kn << 1)
Young points out that even when the conden-
sation rate is high, the pressure drop beyond the
interface due to bulk flow of water vapor towards
the droplet is negligible so that
Pi ----P (A6)
The energy transfer equation in the continuum
regime given by Young is
dM = 4r(r + _)2r +--_L _ (Ti -TG) (A7)
Equation (A6) can be used as it stands and so
can equation (A7) if A is taken to be the thermal
conductivity of the gas mixture.
Intermediate Regime
The mass transfer equation in the intermediate
regime is obtained by combining equations (A1) and
(A6); that is,
dM _ 2qc 47rr 2 Pl _ _qe Ps(TL, r)
dt 2 - qc _ qc _
(,8)
The energy transfer equation in the intermediate
regime can be developed by replacing Pi in equa-






equation (A7) to obtain
L d__MM= 4rcr 2 (A/r)(T L - TG) (A9)
r _ + r2p "_1+ 1%,1I
Now if equation (68) is used to eliminate p and
equations (69) and (70) are used for Pr and Kn, it
follows that
dM 4rcr2(A/r)(TL - TG)
n dt [ 1 + 2/3Knl 3- _(Kn/Prf)_] (A10a)
and with the additional approximation that V/_/TG
can be taken as unity,
dM 47rr2(A/r)(TL - TG)





Young continues his analysis by developing a
relationship between TL--TG and Ts(pl)-TG. First,
(TL - TG) -----[Ts(Pl) - TG] - (Tts - TL)
3- [TIs - Ts(Pl)] (A12)
where T_ is the saturation temperature that corre-
sponds to ps(TL,r). Young states that a very good
approximation to the second term is
(Tts - TL) --_ _[Ts(Pl) - TG] (A13)
The third term, Trs- Ts(Pl), is obtained in the
following way. Equation (A4) with Pi = P and
equation (A8) are used to eliminate dM/dt to obtain
an expression for Ps (TL, r)/pl; that is,
ps(TL'r)--qc_[lp1 qe 2-qc'_1+lcp,12qc2"71 L
( m ]1/_ 1 (A14)
Young then uses an approximate integral form of the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
"R1[Ts(pl)] 2 in Ps(TL'r) (A15)Tts- Vs(pl) -- L Pl
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An expression for TL -- Ti in equation (A14) can be
obtained by equating equation (A4) with Pi = P to
equation (A10a) to get
TL - T_ = _(TL - Ta) (A16)
where
5 = _Kn/Pr (A17a)
1 + 2/3Kn 3- _r n
The additional approximation used by Young that
x/-T-G/T i is unity leads to
5 = (Kn/Pr
f
1 + 2t3Kn 3- _r n
(A17b)
which is equation (82). Young also postulates that
qc c_(TL - Ti)
-- = 1 3- +.., (A18)
qe Ts(pl)
where c_ is a constant and higher order terms are
neglected. Also note that
_i TL -- 1) 1/2TL = (---_/T/+ (A19)
Substituting equations (A18) and (A19) into equa-
tion (A14), taking the logarithm of both sides of the
resulting equation, and then using the approximation
In (13- x) = x for x << l yield
1
lnPS(TL,r) _= (_(TL - Ti) + _(TL - Ti) _ 2-qc "_1-4-1
Ts (Pl) Ti 2qc 2"_1Pl
× _P-_-(TL-Ti)f (_11) 1/2 (A20)
Substituting this expression into equation (A15) and
using equation (A16) give
where
Tts -- Ts(Pl) -- II(_(T L - TG) (A21)
RIT_(pl) [ 1 Ts(pl) 2 - qc '71 +1tJ -- ot + _ Ti 2qc 2"71
Cp'ITs(Pl) f (_1)1/2 ]× L Yl (A22a)
iliiil
The additional approximation that Ts (pl)/Ti is unity
leads to
V -- --
-RITs(pl) [o_ T 1 2 -- qc 71 + 1 Cp,lTs(pl)
L [ 2 2qc 271 L
× L (__m___ 1/2] (A22b)
yl \ml / J
which is equation (78). A relationship between
(TL - TG) and [Ts(pl) - TG] can now be formed by
using equations (A13) and (A21) in equation (A12)
to obtain
1 - r,/r r_ /
(TL - TG) -- -1"--_'_ Vs(PlJ - TG] (A23)
This expression for T L - T G can be substituted into
equation (A10b) and since the mass of a liquid water
droplet is
4 3 (A24)M = -_Trr PL
the droplet growth equation becomes
dr _ A(1 - r,/r)[Ts(pl) - TG] (A25)
-- -- 1 _(Kn/Pr;(1 -dt (LpLr) [1+ 2/_Kn -t- _)]
This equation reduces to that given by Young for
pure steam for f = 1.
r > 1.1, Young defines aFor droplets with z ---- r-- -




and assumes that the vapor properties remain con-
stant over an integration step so that equation (A25)
can be written as
dz A(1 - 1/z)[Ts(Pl) -- TG]
-- _ Z2
dt LpL?'2* [z -P 2_3Kn, + _(Kn,/P_)(1 - lJ)]
(A27)
This equation can be integrated over a time step At
from zj to Zj+l to give equation (72) where the terms
[l, f, O, A, _, and u are defined by equations (73)
through (78).
For droplets with r/r, < 1.1, Young uses the en-
ergy transfer equation appropriate in the free molec-
ular regime; that is, equation (A4) with Pi -- P and
T i = T a. Again if equation (A23) but with _ = 1 and
r < 1.1,equation (A24) are used, it follows that for r--
dr p "[1 + 1 1--r./r_ ,
-- [1 s_,pl) - TG]I
dt pLL_ 271 Cp,1 1 -- _,
(A28)
Now define
p (71+1_ Cp,1 1 [Ts(pl)_TG] f
¢ = r_ \_1 ] LpL 1 --
(A29)
so that
dr = re (1 - _) (A30)dt
Subtraction of dr,/dt from both sides of this equation
gives
dr,
d(r- r,) _ ¢(r- r,) - -- (A31)
dt dt
At this point, Young makes the approximation that
¢ is constant over an integration step so that equa-
tion (A31) can be integrated over a time interval At
to give equation (79). An expression for ¢ given by
equation (S0) is obtained from equation (A29) with
r set equal to rj, and all other quantities in the ex-
pression for ¢ are also evaluated at station j.
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Appendix B
Thermodynamic and Transport Property
Data for Products of Combustion
This appendix lists a set of coefficients from
which thermodynamic and transport properties can
be computed for products of combustion. The
thermodynamic properties can be computed over the
temperature range from 200 K to 3000 K and the
transport properties up to 500 K. The coefficients for
the thermodynamic properties were obtained from a
least-squares fit to tabulated heat capacity and equi-
librium constant values given in the JANAF Thermo-
chemical Tables (ref. 10). The coefficients for com-
puting.viscosity were determined from a least-squares
fit to tabulated data presented by Touloukian, Sax-
ena, and Hestermans (ref. 7) and the coefficients
for computing thermal conductivity using tabulated
data presented by Touloukian, Liley, and Saxena
(ref. 8).
Table B1 lists coefficients An, k (n = 1, 2, ..., 6)
that appear in equation (36) for the heat capac-
ity, the integration constant for the enthalpy AT, k
that appears in equation (42), and the integration
constant for the entropy As, k that appears in equa-
tion (44). The numerical values listed correspond to
units for Cp, k in calories per mol-kelvin. The coef-
ficients listed in table Bl(a) apply to a temperature
range of 200 K < T < 1000 K and table Bl(b) apply
to 1000 K < T < 3000 K.
m u
Table B1. Heat Capacity Coefficients An, k (n = 1, 2, ..., 6) and Constants of Integration
for Enthalpy A7, k and Entropy AS, k
An, k for n =
1 2 3 4 5 6 AT, k A8, k
























































































































































































Table B2 lists coefficients Bn, j that appear in
equation (35) for the six equilibrium constants Kp,i
that correspond to reactions I through VI (eqs.
through (30)). The numerical values of Bn, j listed
correspond to units for Kpj that are nondimensional
for j -- 1, 3, and 6 and are in atmospheres for j = 2,
4, and 5.
Table B2. Equilibrium Constant Coefficients Bn, j
Bn, _ for n --




































- 5.46540E - 14
Table B3 lists coefficients Dn, k that appear in
equation (63) for the viscosity of the seven species
with k = 1, 2, ..., 6, 10. The units for #k based on
this set of coefficients are newtons-second per meter 2.
Table B4 lists coefficients En, k in equation (66) for
the thermal conductivity of the seven species with
k = 1, 2, ..., 6, 10. The units for Ak based on
this set of coefficients are joules per second-meter-
kelvin. Note that the viscosity and thermal conduc-
tivity data are only required in the region where wa-
ter droplet growth occurs, which is generally at a
temperature less than 500 K. Also, at these temper-
atures the species corresponding to k = 7, 8, and 9
do not appear in significant amounts.









Dn, k for n






































En, k for n =

























This appendix presents a computer program_
FIRACON, which has been developed to solve the
finite-rate condensation problem with the solution
technique of the present paper. The program is
written in FORTRAN Version 5 language for the
CDC ® CYBER 180 series digital computer system,
model 860, with Network Operating System. The
program requires approximately 134000 octal loca-
tions of core language and a typical case requires
approximately 200 central processing unit seconds.
Program input requirements and operating instruc-












































C F I N I T E K A T E C'0 ND E N S A T I O N *
C
C
C PROGRAM FIRACON PROVIDES A NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE
C ADIABATIC EXPANSION OF COMBUSTION PRODUCTS WITH NUCLEATION
C AND WATER DROPLEi GROWTH. THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION IS
C DIVIDED INT0 THREE SUCCESSIVE PARTS. THE FIRST PART
C INCLUDES THE COMPUTATION OF THE STAGNATION CDNDIIIONS
IN THE COMBUSTION CHAMBER AND TH[ DETERMINATION UF THE
MASS FLOW RATE. THE SECOND PART INVOLVES THE COMPUTATION
OF -[SENTROPiC FLOW FROM THE NOZZLE THROAT TO A POINT IN
THE NOZZLE WHERE NUCLEATIDN JUST BEGINS. THE THIRD PART
DEALS WITH THE COMPUTATION DF THE NUCLEATION PROCESS
TO DEiERMINE THE NUMBER _F DROPLETS FORMED AND THE
SUBSEQUENT GROWTH OF THE LIQUID WATER DROPLETS.
COMMON BLOCKS ARE USED EXTENSIVELY TO PASS INFORMATION
BETWEEN THE VARIOUS SUBPROGRAMS. THE CONTENTS OF THE
PRIMARY COMMON BLOCKS (PARTICULARLY AS THEY RELATE TU
INPUT GAIA AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS) ARE DESCRIBED
IN THE DATA INPUT AND INITIALIZATION SUBROUTINE, DATAII.
THE DSE OF COMMON BLOCKS IS SUMMARIZED IN THE FOLLOWING
TABLE:
COMMON BLOCK

























































































X X x X X
X X X
X X X
X X X X
X X





X X XX X X
XX X XX XX X X
X XXX X XX XX X
X X X XX
XXX XX XX X
X














A) /ADJUST/ H) ICONSTSI N} IKXKZETCl T) ISIbCOM/
B) /ARECUMI I) IEQCOM/ O) /OUTII U} /SIGMAS/
C) ICMOuTII J) /EXPDAT/ P) IOUTZI V} ISVXZI
D) ICMDUTZI K) /FEED/ O) /PLTBLKI W) /SWITCH/
E) ICMOuT31 L) IGAMOUTI R) IPLTOUTI X] ITANDPI













































SUBROUTINE AVSX CALCULATES THE NOZZLE AREA At A
FUNCTION OF X POSITION.
ACOEF CONTAINS THE SPLINE COEFFICIENTS DETERMINED









IF(XA(IJ).LE.XXI.AND.XXI.LE.XA(IJ+I}) GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
IJ " NPD
ZO H " XXI - XA(IJ)
RBARX = ((ACOEF(IJt6)eH + ACOEF(IJt3I)*H



















































SUBROUTINE CCP CALCULATES THE SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY FOR WATER












VAL - VAL + SIGMA(1)*{COEF(191tJ)/T * COEF(It2_J)
1 + COEF(It39J)+T + COEF(I,4tJ)_Tt*Z + COEFiI_SIJ}*T_3
2 + COEF(It6tJ)_Tt_)
IF(I.EQ.I| CP1 " VAL
20 CONTINUE
CPC " VAL - CP1
EQUATION {38}
CPI - (CPl/SIGMA(I)I*4.184/W(1}




WC = WC + SIGMA(I|*W(1)
30 CONTINUE












































SUBROUTINE COEN CALCULATES THE MASS DENSITY OF













VAL - VAL + SIGRA(IIt(-COEFII91tJ)/T • (COEF(Ig2tJ) - RP)#ALUG(T)
1 ÷ COEF(It3tJ)*T + COEF|I,_,JItT#tZ/Z. ÷ COEF(ItStJ)tTtt3/3,




VAL = S - VAL
VAL = VAL _ CAPR_SIG_ALOG(CAPR/PSUPO)
DO 30 I=1_10
IF(SIGMA(II.EQ,O.) GO TO 30






























































SUBROUTINE CECOMP CALCULATES THE CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM











EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT COEFFICIENT$_ B(N_J)

























RCO - PHI1/(2,0 * 0.5#RHC)


























































HEAT CAPAC]TY COEFFICIENTS A(NtKI (N-ltZt,,,w6}
AND CONSTANTS OF INTEGRATION FOR ENTHALPY A{7tK)
AND ENTROPY AI_IK) ... TABLE 81
THESE COEFFICIENTS CORRESPOND TO THE SPECIES











































































SUBROUTINE CHG CALCULATES THE SPECIFIC ENTHALPY












VAt - VAL • SIGMAiI)*(COEF(ItltJ)#ALOGIT) • COEF(IgZ.J)eT
1 + COEFIIt39J)_T¢*Z/Z. • COEF(It_tJ)tT¢#313.
2 • COEF(|tStJ)tTt_k/k, + CUEFIItbtJ|#T*#5/5. • COEF(I,7_J))












































SUBROUTINE CS CALCULATES THE SPECIFIC ENTROPY













YAL - VAL • SIGMA(I)_(-COEF(ItltJ)/T • (COEF(IpZtJ) - RP)tALOG(T)
1 • COEF(193tJ)WT • COEF(ItkgJ)#T_#Z/Z, • COEF(I_StJI#T#_3/3,
2 + COEF(I,BtJ)_T#tB/_. • COEFlItBtJ))
ZO CONTINUE
VAL = _,18_VAL
VAL = VAL - CAPR_SIG_ALOGIRHO) - CAPR_SIGeALOG(CAPR/PSUPO)
DO 30 I=1_10
IF(SIGMA{I),EQ,O,) GO TO 30
































































































































































SUBROUTINE DATAI| HANDLES THE DATA INPUT AND
]NITIALIZATIDN. THE SUBROUTINE CSD$ IS A PART OF THE
MATHEMAT|CAL LIBRARY AT LANGLEY. FOR MORE INFORMATIDN
SEE "MATHEMATICAL ANU STATISTICAL SOFTWARE AT LANGLEY"t





NEXP - NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS TO BE
DISPLAYED ON PRESSURE PLOT. IF NEXP IS
ZEROt NO EXPERIMENTAL DATA IS PLOTTED.
IF NEXP IS NOT ZEROt THE EXPERIMENTAL
DATA IS INCLUDED ON PLOT TYPE 1,
XEXP - X POSITIONS FOR WHICH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
IS TQ BE DISPLAYED ON PRESSURE PLOT
PEXP - EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF PRESSURE TO BE
DISPLAYED ON PRESSURE PLOT
PREF - REFERENCE PRESSURE - |,E,t THE VALUE PEXP/PREF












END OF DATA SWITCH
DATA ENCOUNTEREOt PROCESS IT
END OF DATA ENCuUNTERED_ STUP
PRINTED OUTPUT SWITCH
DO NOT PRINT OUTPUT
PRINT ouTPUT (DEFAULT)
GRAPHIC OUTPUT SWITCH





NA - NUMBER OF X POSITIONS DEFINING NOZZLE GEOMETRY
XA - NOZZLE X COORUINATES
ACOEF - SPLINE COEFFICIENTS DEFINING AREA VS X
COMMDN/ARECOM/NA_XAtACDEF
"FEED" VARIABLES
HFUEL - ENTHALPY OF THE FUEL AT THE FEED
TEMPERATUREp CAL/MOL
TFEED - TEMPERATURE OF THE FEEOt K




PLTBLK CONTAINS THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES
FOR ALL PLOT OUTPUT, IF ANY PARAMETERS ARE NOT















































































































































































































- DISTANCE ALONG THE NOZZLE
- NORMALIZED PRESSURE
- NORMALIZED TEMPERATURE










- PLOT SELECTION INDICATOR, IF THE VALUE IS
ZERO FOR A GIVEN INDEXt T,E PLOT IS NOT
GENERATED, IF THE VALUE IS ONE FOR A GIVEN
INDEXt THE PLOT IS GENEWATED, THE INDICES
FOR ALLOWED PLOTS ARE AS FOLLOWSI
i - NORMALIZED PRESSURE
Z - PRESSURE RATIU
3 - NORMALIZED TEMPERATURE
6 - MASS FRACTION
5 - TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
6 - NUCLEATION RATE
7 - CRITICAL RADIUS
B - DROPLET RADIUS [AND R#)
9 - TEMPERATURE OF LIQUID
10 - DENSITY
11 - ENTROPY PRODUCTION
12 - FLOW VELOCITY
13 - MACH NUMBER
16 - COMBINATION OF INDICES it 3t AND IZ








- CRITICAL TEMPERATURE OF WATERt K



















































































- UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANTt J/MOL-K
- MOLECULAR MASS OF WATERt KG/MDLECULE
- MOLECULAR WEIGHT TABLEt KG/NOL
- DENSITY OF WATERt KG/Mee3
- SPECIFIC GAS CONSTANT FOR WATERt R/WIt J/KG-K
- AREA OF UNIT CIRCLE
ALPHAC - THERMAL ACCOMMOUATION CUEFFICIENT FOR CARRIER

































RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS
CONDENSATION COEFFICIENT
CONSTANT IN EQUATION {78)
LANGMUIR PARAMETER
DIAMETER OF NOZZLE THRDATt Nee3
AREA OF NOZZLE THROATt R#*3
TEMPERATURE STEP FOR PART Z_ K
BEGINNING NUCLEATION RATE FOR PART 3t
DROPLETS FDRMED/Mee3-S
STEP wIDTH FOR PART 3 CALCULATIONSt M
CONVERGENCE ARRAY
NEWTON ITERATION TO SOLVE EQUATION (571
NEWTON ITERATION TO SOLVE EQUATION (111)
PRESSURE CONVERGENCE IN PART Z
MASS FLUX CONVERGENCE IN PART 1
PRESSURE CONVERGENCE IN PART 2
NEWTON ITERATION FOR TIJ-II IN PART 3
TEMPERATURE CONVERGENCEt EQUATION ([33)t IN PART 3





TEMPERATURE STEP FOR PART It K
CONVERGENCE RATIO FOR OELS/CVt EQUATION (lib)
CONVERGENCE RATIO FOR At/At EQUATION (131)
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF BANDS IN PART 3
DIMENSION STATEMENTS LIMIT THIS VALUE TO _OO. ANY
SMALLER NUMBER wILL PROVIDE A MEANS TO STOP THE
CALCULATIONS SHORT OF THE END OF THE NOZZLE,
DEBUG PRINT CONTROL FOR PART 3
IF THIS VALUE IS DEFINEUt mEXTENSIVE t PRINTOUT
IS PROVIDED FOR DEBUGGING BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER
THE OBLIT ROUTINE FOR ALL BAND NUMBERS GREATER
THAN DR EQUAL TO JOB
SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY OF MIXTUREt J/KG-K








































































































































- INITIAL TEMPERAIUREt K
- INITIAL PRESSUREt NIM_Z
- FINAL Xt M (USED TO TERMINATE CALCULATIONS)
- EQUIVALENCE RATIO
- ELEMENTAL RATIO OF HYDROGEN TO CARBON
IN NIXTURE




DESCRIPTIONS OF MOST NANELIST PARAHETERS CAN BE
FOUND ELSEWHERE IN THIS SUBROUTINE. THE FOLLOWING
PARAMETERS ARE LOCAL TO THIS ROUTINE.
IPLTRD - INTEGER FLAG TO INDICATE IF AUTO-SCALING
IS TO BE USED ON THE PLOTS.
O - USE AUTO-SCALING
i - DO NOT USE AUTO-SCALING. THE NAHELIST
"PLTOVR" HUST BE INCLUDED IN THE INPUT DATA.
RWA - MALL COORDINATES FOR DEFINING TUNNEL GEORETRY


















































































10 IF(EDF(5).NE.O) GO TO 30
wR_TEi33) TO_PO
IF(IPLTRD.NE,O) READ(5_PLTOVRtEND-20)
ZO IF(EOF(5}.EO,0) GO TO _0
30 SWEND m 1
_0 CONTINUE
IF(TO,NE,O,) GO TO 50
TO " 1500,
CALL FTEMPiTFLAME)















































































































C SUBROUTINE DBLIT DETERMINES THE TEMPERATURE FOR WHICH
C TWO INDEPENDENT CALCULATIONS OF ENTROPY ARE EQUAL AND
C THE DENSITY FOR WHICH THE MASS FLOW AND CROSS



























USOCV = (SGPP - SGPI/|CP - CAPR*SIG)
IF(ABS(DSOCV).LT.CYRAT) GO TO ZO
C










C CALCULATE SPECIFIC ENTHALPY USING EQUATION (128)
C
HP - (1. - YS(J*II)eHGP • HLIJ_I)
C
C CALCULATE FLOW VELOCITY USING EQUATION (129)
C
UlJ•LI - SQRT(Z.e(HO - HPI)
C
C CALCULATE CORRESPONDING AREA USING EQUATION (130)
C
AP - MDOTe(X. - YS(J÷I))/(RHOIJ+Z)eUiJeI))
APRAT = ABS(AP - A(J*I)I/A(J_I|
IF(APRAT.LT.ARAT) GO TO 30
C
C ADJUST RHOt EQUATION (1]Z)_ AND _0 BACK
C
RHOIJ*I) - MDOT*|I. - YSiJ*I))/IA(J•I)¢UIJ÷I})
GO TO 10
C




















































































IFINITER.LT,SZ} GO TO ZO
wRITE(hi1)
STOP















DZ - ZOLD - S(_)
IF(NITER ,EO, _) GO TO 10
IF (ABSIDY/SIZ)) .LE. EPS) GO TO 30
GO TO 10
30 CONTINUE


























FUNCTION EXPP IS A UTILITY USED TO AVOID THE UNDERFLOW
MESSAGE ASSOCIATED WITH VERY SMALL ARGUMENTS
EXPP - O.

































C SUBROUTINE FITLAM DETERMINES THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY






C COEFFICIENTS IN EXPRESSION FOR THERMAL






















































C SUBROUTINE FITMU DETERMINES THE VISCOSITY OF EACH






C COEFFICIENTS IN EXPRESSION FOR VISCOSITY






































































































































SUBROUTINE FTEMP COMPUTES THE FLAME TEMPERATURE OF
HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION IN AIR WITH DR WITHOUT
OXYGEN ENRICHMERT,,,,.,,
CONSTAhT PRESSURE FORMULATION,,.,






I FORMAT(I_ZXt'DID NOT CONVERGE IN 20 ITERATIONS')
Z FORMATiI_ZX_'ENTHALPY OF THE FEED (CALIKG,) - 'gFIZ,_)
3 FORMAT(I_ZX_mFLAME TEMPERATURE (KELVIN) - etF8,Z)
FORMAT{I_2X_'DENSITY OF THE MIXTURE(KG/CU,M)'etE12*6)
5 FORMAT(/tZXt'ENTHALPY OF THE MIXTURE (CAL/KG,)- Ij F12,4)
VAL(I_J_T) = (COEF(IwI,J)eALOG(T) + COEF(I_ZIJ)eT
1 + COEF(193,J)*T*_2/2, + COEF(It_tJI*T**3/3,
Z + COEF(I_59JI*Te*_/_, + COEF(I_b_J)*T*egl5, ÷ CUEF(It7_J))
HFUEL = ENTHALPY OF THE FUEL AT THE FEED TEMPERATURE (CAL/MOL)
TFEED = TEMPERATURE OF THE FEED (KELVIN)
N - NUMBER DF ATUMS OF CARBON IN A MOLECULE UF FUEL,
TFO • FIRST GUESS OF FLAME TEMPERATUREt KELVIN,
PO = PRESSURE OF THE FEED (BARS)
COMPUTE SIGMA(H}_ SIGMA(O) 9 SIGMA(N)t AND SIGMA(C)












ENTHALPY OF THE FEED,,,,
FUEL HAS THE FORMULA C*N H^M
THERE ARE N MOLS OF CARBON IN ONE MOt OF THE FUEL,
HFEEO'HFUEL $ SC e FLOAT{NATOM)
HFEED=HFEEO÷VAL(_l_TFEED)eSO/Z,O÷VAL(6_ItTFEEDItSN/Z,O





























































































C SUBROUTINE GRL CALCULATES THE GROWTH RATE




















ZPRIME = (THETAee]/(THETA ÷ I,))tALOGIRAT t THETA)
i ÷ (I,/(THETA * 1,1 ÷ OMEGA)e_LOG(RAT - 1,1





FZZ - (THETA_3/ITHETA ÷ Z.))eALOGIZOLD + THETA)
1 * (I,/(THETA + 1,) + OMEGAIeALOG(ZOLD - _,l




FZZP - THETA_e3/((THETA + I.)e(ZOLO + THETA))
÷ (1. ÷ OMEGAe(THETA + 1.))/((THETA + [.)e(ZOLO - 1.))




ZNEW - ZOLD - FZZ/EZZP
























































































C SUBROUTINE GRLPRP CALCULATES SEVERAL VARIABLES







































WAVG - WAVG ÷ W(IJ)*SIGMA(IJ)
IFIIJ.NE,1) wC - WC + W(IJ)*SIGMA(IJ)
ZO CONTINUE
WAVO - WAVG/SIG














FF - YI*SQRT(WRAT) + (Z, - YI)#SuRT(wC/WAVG)e(GAMMAIIGAMMAC)




NU - ((CAPR/w(1)I*TSP/CAPL)e(ALPHA + 0,5 - ((Z, - QC)/IZ.egCI)




































































































XI - SQRT(8.*PI)e(Z.eGAMMAI)/(I.5#(GAMMAI ÷ 1,))
EQUATION (73)







C FUNCTION GRS CALCULATES THE GRUWIH RATE FOR





















WAVG = WAVG * W(IJ)tSIGMA(IJ)
IF(IJ.NE.1) WC = WC • W{IJ)eSIGMA(IJ!
10 CONTINUE
WAVG = WAVGISIG














FF - YI_SQRTKWRAT) + (i. -. YZ)tS_RTKwCIWAVG)_(GAMMA1/GAMMAC)




PSI -FF_P(J)ISQRTtZ._PI*CAPR_SIG*T(J))*((GAMMAZ • X._/(Z._GAMMAI|)
I _CPI*RSTARIJ)/(CAPL_RHOL*(1. - NUI)_(TS(J) - T(J))
PSIBAR • PSI/(R(1)$RSTARKJ))




SOL - 1. * RSTAR(J)/RSTAR|J_I)eIZZ - loIeEXPP(PSIBARSDELTAT)
















EVALUATE EQUATION (35) FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS





































IF(LAMBDAI(I).EQ.O.) GO TO 10





SUM - SUM + SIGMA(I)_LAMBDAI(I)
CONTINUE














































IF(J.EQ.I) GO TO 10
IF(MUI(J).EO.O.) GO TO 10
PHI - (1. + SQRT(MUIII)/MUI(J))tiW(J)/W(|)It#O,ZS)ttZ
PHI - PHIIISQRT(B.IeSQRT(1. ÷ W(I)/W(J)))
SUM I SUM _ SIGMA(JI#PHI
CONTINUE
IF(SIGMA(I),EQ,O.IGO TO 20






















































































CAPL - HG1 - 4.ZE_3_T + _7,11753_SBE_b
RHOX - P/(CAPR_SIG*T)




Q - 2.e(GAHMA[ - 1.)#CAPLe(CAPL/(RBAReT) - 0.5)/(RBAReT
1 e(GAHHAI ÷ _.))
_AVG " O,
DO IO I-I,I0
























































































SUBROUTINEPARTZ OF POOR QUALIT_
C


















































C COMPUTE PRESSURE USING EQUATION (67)
C
P - RHOFIeCAPR*SIG_TZ
OIF " ABS(PXX - P)
C
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE ON PRESSURE
C






C COMPUTE FLOW VELOCITY USING EQUATION (I03)
C








GAMBAR • 1.1(I. - GAMBAR)
IF(IOUT.GT.I°AND.SWPO.EQ,_I CALL PRTOUTII_Z)
C
C IF PAST A MAXIMUM FOR M_SS FLUX dRANCH TO CHANGE
C RESOLUTION TO LOCATE THE MAXIMUM
C




































C PAST A HAXINUMt RESTORE LAST T AND DECREASE
C DELTA T - GO BACK AND TRY AGAIN
C
kO TST " ABS(URHO - URHOX)/URHD
IF(TST.LT.EPS(k)) GO TO 50






C HAVE FOUND A HAX|HUH MASS FLUX
C SET TSTAR • Tt RHOSTR - RHO_ USTAR J U
C















































































































1 FORMAT(1HOt _##_# ARRAY SIZE EXCEEDEU IN PART Z tittle)
Z FORHAT(1HOt e*##_* END OF NOZZLE ENCOUNTERED NITH INSUFFICIENT t
t_ VALUE OF J _t#*¢_)
C













NE - NE • 1






C CALCULATE DENSITY US|NG EQUATION (451
C
CALL CDEN (RHOZZ tSOtTZM )
C
C CALCULATE PRESURE US|NG EQUATION (47)
C
PZZ - RHOZZ_CAPR#SIG#T2M
DIF = ABS(P - PZZ)





C CONVERGENCE IN PRESSURE ITERATION




C CALCULATE FLU_ VELOCITY USING EQUATION (1031
C








DELTT(NOUT) - TS - TZM
IF(OELTT(NDUTI.LT.O.| DELTT(NOUT} = O°

























































































C CALCULATE GAHRA1 USING EQUATION 1391
C




C CALCULATE PINF USING EQUATION 157)
C
PINF - EXPP(55.897 - 664]..7/T2W - 4.6864_ALOG(TZW))
PBAR = (P/PINF)#(SIGNA[].I/SIG!
C




C GET X POSITION CORRESPONDING TO THIS AREA
C
CALL XVSA(ALSTtXLST)
IF((XLST - XOLD).GT.O.1) DT2 = O,5_DTZ
XOLD = XLST
IF(NOUToGT.595) WRITE(6,|.)




GAMBAR • I°/(I, - GAMBAR)
hENTRY - NENTRY + ].
IF(PBAR.GE.].°°AND°NENTRYZ.EQ.O) NENTRY - 1
IF(IOUT.GT,I.AND.S_PO.EQ.1I CALL PRTOUT(Zt].I
IFIPBAR.GE,I,°AND,NENTRY2.EQ.O) NENT_Y " NENTRY ÷ ].
IFKIBR°EQ,O.AND,XZ°GT°XLAST) WRITE{b_Z)
IF(IBR,EQ.O°AND,XZ°GT°XLAST) STOP lEND OF NOZZLE _
C
C BRANCH BACK FOR S,LT°I
c
IFIPBAR.LT.]..) GO TO ].0
XF(NENTRY2.Eq.O) X22 = XLST
IF(NENTRY2.E_.O) Y22 • POUT{NOUT)
hENTRYZ - hENTRY_ * 1
TR = TZ_/TC
C
C CALCULATE SIGHAX FROH EQUATION (SB)
c
SIGNAX • (82.27 + 75.6].2#TR - 25b.B89eTR##2 ÷ 95.9ZBeTR*#3)
C




C CALCULATE LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATION
C USING EQUATION (56)
C
CAPL - HG1 - 4.2E+3_T2g + 17.11753658E_6
C




GANHA1 - CP]./(CPI - CAPR/_(I))
NAVG - O,
DO 40 I=1,10





c CALCULATE Q USING EQUATION (62)
C
- 2._(GAHHA1 - 1,)_CAPL_(CAPL/iRBAR_T2_) - 0.5)/(RBAR_TZ_
1 _(GAH_A1 + ]..))
C
C CALCULATE NUCLEATION RATE USING EQUATION (61)
C



































IF(J.LT.JMIN| GO TU ZO
IF(IBR°EQ°I°AND.XLST,LE.XLAST) GU TO lO















































































































































I FORMAT( _ *_*** PROGRAM STOP... EXCESSIVE LOOPING *****_)




b FORMAT( _ F(J÷IIIG(J÷IItYS(J÷LItDELY(J)_EI6.8)
7 FORMAT( _ HL(J+LItSL(J÷II,DELS(J)tS(J÷I)',_Elb.B)























CHEMICAL COMPOSITION REMAINS CONSTANT THROUGHOUT
PART 3 EXCEPT FOR FORMATION OF LIQUID WATER


























































































SIGNA(|JK) " SIGMSVIIJK|/(1. - YS(J))
50 CONTINUE
EQUATION (17)
SIGMA(l) - SIGMSV(1) - YS(J)/O.018
SICHA(1) = SIGMA(I)/(1. - YS(J))
STG = SIGSV - YS(J)/O°018
SIG • SIG/(1. - YS(J))
CALL SATTEM(TS(J÷I],P(J+I)}
U(J*I) = U(J)
INCREASE THE SIZE OF DELTA X FOR POSITIONS ZO
STEPS PAST THE DROPLET FORMATION CUTOFF
IF(ICHG.LT.15.AND.(J-ZO).G].MAXJ) DELX = IoOBtDELX
]`F((J-ZO).GT°HAXJ) ICHG = ICHG + I
INCREASE X BY DELTA Xt EQUATION (106)
X(J÷l) - X(J) ÷ DELX
IF AT END OF NOZZLEe CALCULATION IS FINISHED
;F(X(J+I)oGT.XLAST) GO TO Z*O
FRCBNO - ]`.
]F(J.EQ.1) GO TO 60
FRCBND " (X(J) - X(J-1))/(X(J+I) - X(J))
60 CONTINUE
GET THE CRCSS SECTIONAL AREA FOR THE NEW
X POSITION, EQUATION (107)
CALL AVSX(X(J+]`)tA(J_I))
CALL SATTEM(TS(J)_P(J))
PTNF - EXPP(55.897 - 6b_l.7/T(J) - 6.4B6`*tALOG(T(J)))
PBAR • (P(J)/PINF)*(SIGMA(]`|/SIG}
TR = T(J)/TC













UF - SQRT(Z.e(HO - HGF))
FF = RHDFtUF - CAPGAM
DRHODT = (CP - CAPKtSIG}tRHOF/TAUOLD
DUDT • -CP/UF
FFP = UFtDRHUDT * RHUFtDUDT
TAUNEW • TAUQLU - FF/FFP
DEL = ABS(TAUNEN-TAUOLO)/TAUNEN
TAUOLD = TAUNEW








TJMl - (TJM1 + (FRCBND - 1.)eT(J))IFRC6NO
PJM1 = (PJM1 + (FRCBND - ]`.)_P(J)I/FRCBND
TJM - O.5*(TJMI + T(J))
PJM • O.5_(PJNI • P(J))





























































































































IF(NLOOP.GT.400) GO TO 260
TJP " 0.5#IT(J) + 1(4+1))
PJP = O.5#(P(J) ÷ P(J+I|)




IF(CAPJY(J),LT,I,| GO TO 120
IF(CAPJX(JI,LTol.) GO TQ 120
CALCULATE HEAN NUCLEATION RATE_ EOUATION (108)
CAPPJIJ) • {CAPJY(J) - CAPJX(JI)/ALOG(CAPJY(J|/CAPJX(J|)
CALCULATE NUMBER OF DROPLETS FORMED, EQUATION (109)
DELN(J] " CAPPJ(J|_A(J|tDELX/NDOT
120 CONTINUE
SET FLAG TO INDICATE DROPLET FORHATION HAS STOPPED
IF(DELN(JI.EQ.O..ANO.MAXJ.EQ. lOO0) RAXJ - J
CALCULATE Re FOR DROPLET GROWTH
EQUATIONS (571 - (59)
PINF - EXPP(55.897 - 6641.7/T(J+Z) - 4.6864_ALOG(T(J+l)))
PBAR - (P(J÷I}/PINFI*(SIGMA(I)/SIG)
TR - T(J+I)/TC
SIGNAX - (82.27 + 75.612#TR - 25b.88_tTR#t2 ÷ 95.gZ8¢TRtt3)
1 tl.E-3
RSTAR(J*I) - 2.#SIGMAX/(RHOLtRBAE#T(J+I)WALOG(PBAR))
CALCULATE THE TIME STEP CORRESPONOING TO THIS
DELTA X_ EQUATION IllO)






IF|NLOOP,EQ,I) INDTYP(I) - 27
140 CONTINUE
SET DROPLET RADIUS TO ZERO FOR POSITIONS PAST
THE DROPLET FORMATION CUTOFF
IFIJ,GT,MAXJ| R(j) • O,
JTOP - J
IF(J.GT.NAXJ) JTOP - HAXJ
DO 160 I'ltJTOP
IF{RII)/RSTAR(J).LT,I,I,AND,NLOOP, EO,I) INDTYPII| m 26
IFIINDTYP(I},Eq,26) GO TO 150
Z - 1,0001






IF{NLOOP,EQ,I) RPERM(I} - R(I}
GO TO 160
150 CONTINUE
IF(R(I}.EO.Oo) GO TO 160
Z - R(II/RSTAR|J)






























































































































CAPPJ(a.Z) - CAPaPZ OF POOR QUALITY,
YSiJ+I) " O.
DO 170 I-ltJP1
CALCULATE HASS OF DROPLETS FOR TYPE I
MU(I) - (6,/3.)*PI*RHOL#R(I)**3
CALCULATE MASS RATIO OF LIQUID WATER
FOR TYPE I, EQUATION (117|
YIJ(I) - MUII)#DELN|I)
CALCULATE TOTAL HASS RATIO OF LIQUID
WATER, EQUATION (118]
YSIJ+I) - YS(J+[| ÷ YIJ(1)
CONTINUE
DELY(J) - YS(J÷I) - YS(J)
HL(J_E) - O.
SL(J+I) " Oo
JPP1 " J + 1
DO 200 ]'ltJPPI
TL(I) " T(J*l)
IF(I°GT.JPI) GO TO 200







WAVG - WAVG + W(IJ)eSIGMA(IJ)
IF{IJ.NE.I) WC - WC ÷ W(IJ)#SIGNA(IJ}
CONTINUE
WAVG - WAVG/SIG
wC - WC/(SIG - SIGMA(I))
WRAT - W(1)/WAVG
Y1 - SIGMA(1)/SIG
GAMMAI - CPI/(CP1 - CAPR/W(1))
GAMMAC = CPC/(CPC - CAPRIWC|
FFF - YleSQRT{WRAT) + (i. - Y1)*SQRTtWCINAVG)e(GAMMAI/GAMMAC)
I *(IGAMNAC + 1.)/(GAMMA1 + 1,))#ICPC/C?ZleALPHAC
DELTA - DELTAI(XIeKN/PR ÷
1 FFF/I1. ÷ 2.eBETA*KN))
TL(I) - T(J_l) ÷ (1./(1. - NU*DELTA))e
1 11. - RSTAR(J÷I)/R(|))*(TS(J+Z) - T(J+l))
CONTINUE
CALCULATE ENTHALPY OF LIQUID, EQUATION (119)
HLI(I) - _.2E+G3*TL(I) - 17.11753658E+06
HL(J÷I) - HL(J_I) + YIJ(I)*HLI(1)
CALCULATE ENTROPY OF LIQUIDt EQUATION (IZO)
SLI{I) - 4.2E*O3eALOG(TL(I)) - 2.OOI_qb281E_O_
SL(J÷I) - SL(J_I) + YIJ(I}*SLI(I)
CONTINUE
TJ - 0.5*(TlJ+l| + T(J))
PJ - 0.Se(P(J+Z) + P(J))
CALL SATTEM(TSJ,PJ)
JZ - 1
IF(TSJ.GT.IOO_.) JZ = Z
CALL CHG(TSJtDLM_HGX)
LBAR - HGX - 6.2E_3eTSJ + 17.11753658E_6
JZ = 1
IF(TJ.GE.IOOC.) JZ • 2
CALL CCP(TJ,OUM_CPZtDUM)
CALCULATE CHANGE IN ENTROPYt EQUATION (83)
DELS(J) - (LBAR - CPZ*(TSJ - TJ))eDELY(J)
I #(I,/TJ - l./TSJ)
CALCULATE ENTROPY OF THE MIXTURE, EQUATION 1126)
S(J+l) = S(J) + DELS(J)
TOLD " T(J+l)













































































GAMMAS = CP1/ICPI - CAPR/W(III
OUTMCHIJ+I) " GAMMASeCAPReSIGeTIJ+I)
OUTMCH(J÷I) • UIJ+I)/SQRTiOUTMCHiJtZ|)















DEL - (T(J+I) - TOLD)ITOLD
TOLD = T(J÷I)
TEST FOR TEMPERATURE CONVERGENCE EQUATION (133)
IF NO CONVERGENCE GO BACK TO DROPLET GROWTH
IF{ABS(DEL),GT,EPS(7)) GO TO 110
CONVERGENCE..,OUTPUT RESULTS AND GO ON
TO ThE NEXT VALUE OF J
WRITE{T) J*tR|I)_MUIII_HLIII)_SLI(1)_TLiI)_YIJ(I)_I=It J)
GAMBAR = ALOGIT(J÷I)/TO)/ALOG(P|J÷I)/PO)
GAMBAR - 1.111. - GAMBAR)
IF(IOUT.EQ.Z.AND.SwPO. EO.I) CALL PRTOUT(3_I)
UO 230 I=ltJ
IF{INDTYP(1).EQ.Z6| RI>ERM(1) - R{I)
230 CONTINUE
GAMBAR = ALOG(TIJ÷II/TOIIALOG(PIJ+I)/PO)
GAMBAR = 1./(1. - GANBAR)
WRITE(33| J_X(J),DELN(J)t(R(KK,),KK'ltJ)
J'J+l
IF AT TERMINAL Jt CALCULATION IS FINISHED


















































































SUBROUTINE PLTOUT GENERATES PLOT OUTPUT OF PROGRAM
RESULTS. SEVERAL SUPPORTING $UBRuUTINES ARE A PART













FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE ROUTINES SEE "LANGLEY


































IF|XMIN.NE.O..OR.XMAX.NE.O.) X(NP÷I) = XMIN




IF(IPSLCT(Z).EQ.O) GO TO 40
PRESSURE RATIO VS X
NOUTM = NOUT - 1
DO 30 IJ=ltNP
DO 10 IJK=I_NOUTM




YP(IJ) = POUT(IJK) ÷ (X(IJ) - XOUT(IJK))




IF(PRMIN.NE.O.OR.PRMAX.NE.O} YP(NP+I) - PRMIN
IF(PRMINoNE.O.OR.PRMAX.NE.O) YP(NP÷Z) = (PRMAX - PRMIN)/6.
CALL AXES(O. tO,_O.,B,_X(NP÷I),X(NP÷2)_L,_O,t
11HX_0,2_-1)






















































































kO IF|IPSLCTI7).EQ.O) GO TO 60
C






IF[RMIN.NE.O..OR.RHAX.NE.O.) YPINP+I) • RM|N
IFIRMIN.NE.O..OR.RMAX.NE.O.) YPINP÷2) u (RMAX-RMIN)/b.
CALL AXES(O.tD._O.tB.,XINP+I),XINP+E)tL.tD.t
I IHXtO,_t-l)





60 IF(IPSLCT(8),EQ.O) GO TOr I_0
C
C DROPLET RADIUS lAND R_} VS X
C
NRAO = NP/IO
NRAD = NRAD - [






80 IFIEQF(7).NE.O) GO TO 90




NPP - NP - IRAD + 2
YP(IRAD-I) " O.
DO 100 IJ'ItNPP
KRAD - IRAD * Id - Z
I_IYPIKRAD),LE,IO._*RMIN) YP(KRAD) - IO._$RMIN
.YP(KRAD) = ALOGIO(YPiKRADI)
IO0"CONTINUE
IFIJR-AD. EQ.Z; CALL A$CALE|YP(IRAD-I)_b,_NPP_ZfIO.)
IFIJRAD.NE,1) GO TO 110
IFIRMIN.NE.O..OR.RMAX.NE.O.) YP(NP÷I) - RMIN




1 eD(ISTANCE )A(LONG IN(OZZLE X_ MI_O°Z_-3ZI
IF(JRAD°EO.1)
1CALL AXESiO,eO._gO. eb,eYPINP+I)_YPINP_Z)_I,.5_O,_
Z eDIROPLET )RIAO|US_ SZLS30G R$UI$N AND $2L$30G RSDtSN_ M_
3 0.Z,55}
NPP - NPP - ].
IFIYPIIRAD).NE.RMIN) YP(IRAO) " ALOGiO(RST&RIIRAD)|
CALL LINPLT(x(IRAO|_YP(IRAQ|_NPP,ItOtOtOtO|










1_0 IFIIPSLCTIg).EQ.O) GO TO 280
.C






NRAO - NRAD - 1




























































































NPP = NP - IRAD ÷ Z
YPIIRAD-I) = O°
IFiJRAD,EO,I) CALL ASCALE|YP(IRAD-I)t6,tNPPtltlO,)
IF(JRAD,NE,1) GO TO 190
IF(TLMIN.NE.C..OR.TLHAX.NE.O.) YP{NP÷I| - TLMIN








NPP = NPP - 1
CALL LINPLT|x(IRAO)tYP(ZRAD]INPPpI_OIOwOjO)









CMAX = YP(NP+I] ÷ b.$YP(NP+Z)
DO Z30 IJ'I,NOUT
IF|TOUT(IJ|.LE.CMAX) GD TO 2qO
230 CONTINUE
IJ - 1
240 IBEG = IJ
DO 250 IJ=ItNOUT
IFÁXOUTIIJ).GE.20.| GO TO 260
250 CONTINUE
IJ - NOUT
260 IEND - IJ

























IF(RHONIN.NE.O..OR.RHOMAX.NE.O.] YP(NP_I) - RHONIN








300 IF(IPSLCT(i3|.EO.O) GO TO 340
MACH NUMBER VS X
CALL ASCALE(OUTMAC_6._NDUT.I_IO.)





























































































IF(OUTMAC(IJI.GE.OUTMAC(NOUT+I)) GO TO 3ZO
310 CONTINUE
IJ - 1










360 IFIIPSLCT(I).EO.O.AND.lPSLCT(16).EQ,O) GO TO 600
C








1F(PMIN,NE,C..OR.PMAX.NE.O.I YPINP÷I) I PMIN
IF(PMIN,NE._,,OR,P_AX,NE,O°} YP(NP÷2) - (PMAX-PMIN)I6,
YP(NP) - TMPI
CALL AXES(O._O._0,_B,tX|NP÷I)tX(NP_Z)_I._O,t
i 'D(ISTANCE }A(LONG )NIOZZLE X_ M)'eO,Z_-32}
CALL AXES(O,tO,tgO._b,_YP(NP÷I)_YP(NP+Z)_I,_O,_











CMAX I YPINP÷I) + 6.#YP(NP÷2)
DO 3bO IJ=I,NOUT
IF(POUT(IJ).LE,CHAXl GO TO 370
360 CONTINUE
|J = 1
370 NOUTX " NOUT - IJ ÷
CALL DASHPLT(XOUT(IJ),POUTiIJItNOUTX_I_PAT_Z|
IFiNEXP,EQ°C) GO TO 390
O0 380 IJ-I_NEXP
XPLOI = XEXP(IJ)I39.37
XPLOT - (XPLOT - X(NP÷I)I/X(NP÷2|
YPLOT - PEXP(IJ)/PREF




XPLOT = (X22 - X(NP÷L))/X(NPeZ)
YPLOT I (Y22 - YP{NP+I)IIYP{NP÷Z)
CALL PNTPLT(XPLOT_YPLOT_901_I)
|F|IPSLCT(I_I°NE.O) GO TO NO0
CALL NFRAME
CALL CALPLTik. StloSt-3!
_00 IFIIPSLCTI3I.EQ.O.AND.IPSLCTIlk|.EQ,OI GO TO _o
c








IF(TMIN°NE,O,,OR°TM&X.NE°O°) YP(NP÷I) • TMIN


































































































CMAX = YP(NPel} • b,¢YP(NP÷Z)
00 620 IJ-I_NOUT
IF|TOUT(IJ},LE.CMAX) GO TO 630
620 CONTINUE
IJ = 1
630 NOUTX - NOUT - IJ ÷ 1
CALL LINPLT(XOUT|IJ)_TOUT(IJ|tNOUTXtltOtOtO_O)
IFIIPSLCT|I4).NE.O) GO TO 660
CALL NFRAME
CALL CALPLT(_.5,1.5,-3)
_60 IFIIPSLCT(12),EQ,O.AND,IPSLCTII4).EQ.O) GO TO 510
C






IF{UMIN.NE.O. oOR.UM_XoNE.O.) YP(NP÷I) = UMIN


















670 NOUTY " IJ - 1
680 CONTINUE
DO 690 IJ=ltNOUT
IF(UOUTIIJ)oGE.YP(NP÷I)| GO TO 500
690 CONTINUE
IJ = 1








510 IF(IPSLCT(6).EQ,O.AND.IPSLCTilSI°EQ,O) GO TO _30
C
C MASS FRACTION VS X
C





IF(YHIN.NE.O..OR.YNAX.NE.O.) YP(NP÷I) - YMIN
IF(YMIN.NE.O..OR.YMAX°NE.O.) YP(NP÷2} - (YMAX-YMIN}/6.
CALL AXES(O.,O.,O.,8.,X(NP+IItX(NP÷Z),I.tO.,
2 'D(ISTANCE )A(LONG )N(OZZLE Xt M)_,0.2_-32)
CALL AXES(O.tO._gO°_6otYP(NP÷Z),YP|NP+2}_I.*O.t
I 'M(ASS |F(RACTION OF }L(IQUID )w(ATER_ W)_t
20.2t6G)
CALL LINPLT(xtYP_NP_I_O_OtO_O)













































































530 IF(IPSLCT(5).EQ.O,AND.IPSLCT|IS).EO,_O)I GO TO 580
TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE VS X
DO 5AO IJ=ltNP
YP(IJ) = TS(IJ) - T(|J)
560 CONTINUE
CALL ASCALE(YPt6.tNP_ZtZOo)
IF(DTMIN.NE.O.,OR,OT_AX°NE.O,) YP(NP÷I) - OTNIN
IF(DTMIN,NE°O.,OR,DTMAX°NE,O°) YPINP÷Z|
























IFiIPSLCTIIS).NE°O) GO TO 580
CALL NFRAME
CALL CALPLT(_,5,1.5,-3)
580 IF(IPSLCT(b).EQ.O,AND, IPSLCT{15I.EQ,Q) GO TO 610





]F(DNRIN,NE,O,,OR,ONNAX.NE,O,) YP(NP) J DNNIN
IFIDNMIN.NE,O,,OR,ONMAX,NE,O,) YP(NP÷I)
1 = (DNMAX - ONMIN)/6,
DO 600 IJ=L_NPM
















610 IF(IPSLCT(II).EO.O) GO TO 630
ENTROPY PRODUCTION VS X
DO 620 IJ=I_NP
YP(IJ) " SlIJ) - SO
b20 CONTINUE
CALL ASCALE(YP_6,_NP;I_IO,)
IF(SNIN,NE,O,°OR,SMAX,NE,O,) YF(NP÷I) - SNIN
IFiSMIN.NE,O,.OR,SMAX.NE,O.) YP(NP÷Z} - (SMAX - $MIN)Ib.
IFIIPSLCTIII).NE.O)
1CALL AXES(O.tO. tO. t8._X(NP÷II_X(NP÷2Itl.tO.,
2 _C(ISTANCE )A(LONG )N(OZZLE Xt H)z,O.Z_-32I
|F(IPSLCT(ll).NE,O)
1CALL AXES(O._O,_90._b.tYP(NP÷I)_YP(NP+Z)tl.tO,_

































CALL NOTATE(I°7tO,SJO. 16tI(NUCLEAT|ON AND CONDENSATZON)gtOot29)
PATY(I) - PATY(I| - 0.5
PATY(2) - PATY(2) - 0°5
CALL DASHPLT(PATXtPATYt2tltPATt2)























































































































I FORMAT(1HI,ZCXtI_HPART I SUMMAWYI//
2 |_OeZTX_9HSO - ,IP_b.8/
Z _HOt_7XtgHHD _ ,1PE16.81
3 IHO_lTXtgHNOOT = tlPE16,Sl
4 1HOtl7XtgHRHO$ ffi ,1PEI6.8/
5 1HO,17xtqFT$ = tlPE16.8/
6 1HO,17X_9hU* - tlPEI6.8I
7 1HOtlTX,DHSIGMA - _1PE16.8/
8 9(1HO_ZbX_LPEIb,B/))
Z FORMATilHI,ZOX_ZZHPART 1 EXTENDED OUTPUT/l/




I 1HO_I7XtgHU • ,1PE16.8/
2 lHO, 27X,9HRHO - _2PEZ6.8/
3 _HO_lTXtDHJ = tlPE16.8/
1HO_17Xtg,T " rIPE16,8/
5 1HD,17X,DHP " tlPEL6,8/
6 IHOtlTX,qHR* " ,1PEI6.8/
7 IHO_ITXtgHSIGMA = _1PE16,8l
8 9(1HO_2bXtlPE16,8/))





1 1H tAXtfiXt3H IRtDXtbHSIGMAX_BX_SHRSTAR_IOX_LHLtI1Xt3HPH|t
Z 11X_IHJ)
8 FDRMAT(IH1,2_X_16HPART 3 SUMMARY///
1 1HOt_X_bXtlHX_IOX_HP/POtDXtAHT/TOt
Z IOXtZHJ-tLIX_ZHJ+_DX_6HDELNtlZX_IHUtIZX,ZHYtlOXt_HDELS/)
9 FORMAT(ZH1,2OX_ZZHPART 3 EXTENDED OUTPUT//)
10 FORMAr(I4,g(IPE13.Sll
11 FORMAT(1Hll
12 FORMAT(//SXt_HJ = _IS_SX_6HX = _1PE13,5_
Z 5x_HT • _lPEI6,B//7X_2X_IHI_
1 8X_IHR_IlX_2HMU_|IX_3HHLIt10Xt3HSLI_IOX_2HTLtIOX_3HYIJI)
13 FORMAT(Sx_IS_6(IPE13=_))





1 4X_qH DELN(J) _SX_THTS(J÷IIt4X_8HCP/(J+ZI_TXtbHGAMNAI)
17 FORMATI4X_9(IPEI3.5))
C














































































C PART 1 OUTPUT
C
20 CONTINUE












IF(NLINE,EQ°O) NLINE = 6
NLINE = NL1NE + 1




C PART 2 OUTPUT
C
40 CONTINUE







IF(IL,NE,1) GO TO 60
C
C EXTENDED OUTPUT - 1
C
IF(NENTRY.EQ.I.OR.NLINE.EQ.O) WRITE(hiS)
IF(NENTRY.LT.NZ) IFLG = Z
IF(NLINE.EQ.O) WRITE(6_6)
IF(NLINE.EQ.C.AND.IFLG.EQ.Z) WRITE(6,T)
IF|NLINE.EQ.O) NLINE - NLINE + 6
IF(NLINE.EG.6.AND.IFLG.EQ.Z) NLINE = NLINE + I
NLINE - NLINE* I








C EXTENDED OUTPUT - Z
C
NLINE - NLINE ÷ 1













J3M1 • J3 - 1
DO 80 I=ltJ3M1
IF(NLINE.EQ.O) WRITE|6_8I
IF(NLINE.EQ.O) NLINE - NLINE • 6
NLINE = NLINE + I








































































IF(IL.NE.1) GO TO 130










NLINE = NLINE + 3 ÷ (J3+1)/9
















F - 55.897 - 6641.7/TOLO - 4._864#ALOG(TOLO) - ALOP
FP - 6641.7/TOLD*t2 - 4,48641TOLD
TNEW " TOLD - FIFP















































SUBROUTINE XVSA CALCULATES THE X POSITION 1N THE
NOZZLE AS A FUNCTION OF AREA
ACOEF CONTAINS THE SPLINE COEFFICIENTS DETERHINED






















n0LO = O.5_|XA(IJ_I) - XA(IJi)
_0 CONTINUE
FXX = ((ACOEF(IJt_)#HOLD * ACOEFIIJt3))tHOLD
1 + ACOEF(IJtZ))tHOLD + ACOEF(IJtl)
FXX • FXX - RBARX
FXXP = (3.*ACDEF(IJt6)tHOLD + Z.tACOEF(IJ_3))tHOLD
1 + ACOEF(IJt2)
HNEW - HOLD - FXX/FXXP




XLST - XAIIJ) + HNEW
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Table 1. Conditions for Numerical Results
[For all cases: q¢ = 1, _ = 8, ae = 1, t3 = 2, and Jmin = 1015]
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Figure 4. Numerical results for case 3 with To 1600 K, Po = 50 bars, and ¢ = 0.620.
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Figure 5. Numerical results for case 4 with To = 1600 K, Po = 250 bars, and ¢ = 0.620.
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